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ABSTRACT 
P H O T O P R O D U C T I O N OF T H E 0(1020) MESON IN 
NEUTRAL DECAY M O D E
 1P -> <pP -> ^ ^ L ^ 
Heghine Seraydaryan 
Old Dominion University, 2011 
Director: Dr. Moskov Amarian 
The </>(1020) meson photoproduction cross sections in the neutral decay 
mode (j> -^ KSKL are measured for the first time. This work presents mea-
surements of differential cross sections, da/dt, da/d cos Of
 m , 0 decay angu-
lar distributions, W(cos9) and W /($), and spin-density matrix elements, p°, 
in the Helicity and Gottfried-Jackson frames, in the energy range 1.6 GeV 
< E1 < 2.6 GeV. We analyzed the photoproduction data of the g l l a ex-
periment collected on an LH2 target using the CLAS detectector at Hall B, 
TJNAF. The measured cross sections show some differences from the charged 
decay mode cf> —> K+K~. 
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0(1020) is a vector meson mostly consisting of a strange quark (s) and a 
strange antiquark (s). This particle can be produced through various reac-
tions, one of which is the photoproduction mechanism. This work is a study 
of the 0 meson, using its photoproduction on proton target: 7p —>• (jyp. 
The 0 meson photoproduction mechanism is not yet well understood1. 
In "diffractive" regime, when the target remains in the ground state, the 
Pomeron (a system of two interacting gluons) exchange mechanism is domi-
nant, therefore, 0 meson photoproduction is an important tool to study the 
gluonic interactions, considering the gluonic structure of pomerons. Also, 
the 0 photoproduction process can be used to study the strangeness content 
of nucleons, using OZI rule (see Chapter 2.1) violations, when the 0-nucleon 
interactions are taking place through vector meson exchange. At high mo-
mentum transfers or high t, the 0 photoproduction process is a good channel 
to study nucleon resonances. This domain has not been studied very well 
until now. 
0 has a mean lifetime of 1.55 ± 0.01 x 1022 s and commonly decays 
into K+K- ( r = 49.2 ± 0.6%), K%K°L {V = 34.0 ± 0.5%) or p^/n+'R-^ 
( r = 15.25 ± 0.35%). There are also some other decay modes of 0, with 
considerably lower branching fractions (r < 5%). 
Experimental data for 0 meson photoproduction are in a very limited 
kinematic range until now [1-8] and in the K+K~ decay mode only. 
For some measurements the differential cross sections showed some un-
expected local enhancement in the 1.8-2.4 GeV photon beam energy range 
1This Dissertation follows the form of The Physical Review, C 
2 
(see Fig. 1). The measurements were done without any cuts on the A(1520), 
which is a strong resonance that can coexist with the 0(1020) (see Fig. 2). 
Moreover, the two resonances overlap nearly in the same photon energy re-
gion, where the local "structure" is observed in cross section plots of 0 meson 
(see Fig. 1). The interference between the resonances can have some notice-
able effects in particle production processes [9,10]. Therefore, the 0 meson 
cross section behavior could be due to coexistence of A(1520) baryon and the 
interference between the A(1520) and 0. 
As it is mentioned above, different collaborations have studied only the 
charged decay mode 7p —> p0 —>• pK+K~ of 0 photoproduction. The current 
analysis is the first measurement of the 0 photoproduction in the neutral 
decay mode 7p —¥ pcj> —)• pKsK^. In the neutral case there is no known 
coexisting prominent resonance such as the A(1520) in charged mode. So this 
analysis provides a powerful possibility to check the 0 meson photoproduction 
cross section and s-dependence of the t slope and compare the results of two 
decay modes. The high statistics data of the g l l experiment allows us to 
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FIG. 1. Experimental results for the photon energy dependence of 







FIG. 2. Phase-space overlap of 0(1020) meson and A(1520) baryon [11]. 
The missing mass of jp —> pX reaction is plotted versus the missing mass 














FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams of two jp processes producing the same K+K~p 
final state: via production and decay of 0(1020) resonance (left), and also 




2.1 Introduction to Theory 
The study of jp —> (jyp is important for many reasons. At high energies 
(W > 10 GeV, see Subsection 2.2) it is used to study the Pomeron exchange 
dynamics. But at lower energies (W < 5 GeV), the Pomeron exchange 
mechanism is not sufficient to describe the data. Here other mechanisms, 
such as meson exchange, must also be considered, to better describe the 
data. At low energies this process can be used to study the structure of 
baryon resonances and to search for missing resonances. 
The 0 meson consists mainly of strange quarks, i.e., ss. Okubo-Zweig-
Iizuka (OZI) rule [12] states that any strongly occurring process with a Feyn-
man Diagram that can be split in two by cutting only internal gluon lines is 
suppressed. By this rule the 0 production must be suppressed if the initial 
particles (photon and proton) do not contain strange quarks. However, vi-
olations of the OZI rule in several experiments [13-16] imply the existence 
of strange quarks in the proton. Hence, 0 photoproduction is also a good 
process to study the strange content of the nucleons. 
According to [17], [18], in diffractive regime, when the initial proton stays 
in the same state after the scattering, the main contribution in the amplitude 
of 0 photoproduction is from Pomeron exchange (Figure 4(a)) and n and rj 
pseudoscalar meson exchange amplitudes (Figure 4(b)). At high momentum 
transfers t (see Subsection 2.2) the main contribution is from excitation of 
nucleon resonances (Figure 4(c)). 
The diffractive amplitude can also have some contribution from other 
trajectories associated with a scalar meson and /2-meson, glueball or some 
6 
other exotic channels. The small contributions from these channels can be 
determined only from comparisons with data and are not well understood 
yet. 
The gVNN and g<j>NN coupling constants, which determine the strength of 
the 77-nucleon-nucleon and 0-nucleon-nucleon interactions, are determined 
differently in different analysis. In Ref. [19] the parameters of Pomeron ex-
change, pseudoscalar rj meson exchange and 0 radiation mechanism (Fig-





FIG. 4. Diagrams of 0 meson production mechanisms by A.L Titov [17]: 
(a) Pomeron exchange, (b) meson exchange, (c) 0 meson radiation from 
nucleons. 
7 
Titov et al. [17], [18] estimate the coupling constants theoretically. Their 
analysis also includes the /2(1525) meson exchange and glueball exchange 
mechanisms. They study 0 photoproduction by analyzing three models: 
• (model A) n,rj exchange amplitude and the standard Pomeron (Pi) 
exchange 
• (model B) model A + f2 meson exchange 
• (model C) model A + the second Pomeron exchange [P</) inspired by 
the (J*=0+ , M2 ~ 3GeV2) glueball 
2.2 Kinematical Variables 
For the 7JV —> (pN reaction the S matrix ( S=\a ) is related to the 
scattering amplitude T by 
S), = 6ft - i(2n)45\k + p-q-p')TSt (1) 
where k, q, p and p' are the four momenta of the incoming photon, outgoing 
meson, initial and final nucleon, respectively. In the center-of-mass system 
(c.m.s.): k=(u,k), g = ( ^ , q ) , p=(Ep,-k), p'=(Ep,,-q). 
The angle 6 is the 0 meson production angle in c.m.s. and is defined as 
cosfl =
 1§jJ[> t=(p-pT = (q~k)2, s=W2=(P + k)2 and u=(p-q)2=(k-p>)2 
are the standard Mandelstam variables. 
The relation between the scattering amplitude T and the invariant am-
plitude / is 
8 
T* =„ , . , If: „ (2) (2^xj2E^q)2\k\2Ep(p)2Ep(p') 
In the c.m.s. frame the cross section depends on the invariant amplitude in 
the following way 
*»=m£^mM%£?(p+k-''-q) (3) 
The differential cross section is 
do-fi _ MN X^ \T I2 (A\ 
dt 16TT(W2 - M%)2 
ml,mf,\~t,\<£ 
where ml and rrif are the proton spin projections in the initial and final state, 
A7 and A^  are the helicities of the incoming photon and outgoing meson. 
9 






FIG. 6. Diagrammatic representation of: (a) Gottfried-Jackson, (b) Helic-
ity reference frames in 0 meson rest frame, and (c) Adair reference frame 
in total c.m.s. frame. 
11 
Depending on the choice of the quantization axis Z, the following three 
reference systems can be considered: 
• The Gottfried-Jackson Frame (GJ) where Z is in the direction of the 
photon in the rest frame of the 0 (Figure 6 (a)). 
• The Helicity Frame (H) where Z is in the direction of the 0 in the total 
c.m.s. or opposite to the direction of the recoiling nucleon in the rest 
frame of the 0 (Figure 6 (b)). 
• The Adair Frame (A) where Z is in the direction of the photon in the 
c.m.s (Figure 6 (c)). 
The choice of the reference frame is a matter of convenience and one can 
change from one frame to another one with a rotation. The GJ frame is the 
most common for the theoretical calculations (also used in [17]), because 
certain amplitudes in this frame take a simple helicity conserving form for 
an arbitrary production angle 6. 
The decay angles O and $ are defined as the polar and azimuthal angles 
of the direction of one of the 0 decay particles in 0 meson rest frame. 
The vector meson decay distributions in its rest frame are determined by 
spin-density matrices p -^
P\W — 7y Z^^;A,A7-^a;A',A7 (5) 
aA7 
P\\' = ]y 5Z /a;A,-A74;A',A7 (6) 
PAA' = ]y z2 \Ia;\ -A7^a;A',A7 (7) 
o;A-y 
PAA' = Jf £ A7/";A,A74;A',A7 (8) 
aA-y 
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where a includes the polarizations of the initial and final baryons and N is 
the normalization factor 
^ = ^EIWJ2 (9) 
The 0 —> a + b decay angular distribution W is defined as 
dN 
— - = W(cos0,<5) = (10) dcos<dd$ v ' 
^" A,A' 
In 0 ->• KSKL, \ab = \a - \b = 0 and 
W(cos9,$) = ^ - ^ ^ o ( $ , 0 , - $ ) p A A ^ A , i O ( $ , e , - $ ) (11) 
4 7 r
 A,A' 
where Wigner rotation functions are 
A 1 o ( ^ e , - $ ) = - 7 i s i n e e - ^ (12) 
D i ( $ , e , - $ ) = -^Biiiee r f* (13) 
z?So($,e,-$) = cose (14) 
AV(* ,e , -$ ) = ^(i + zi'co8e)e-^-'')* (15) 
for 1,1' = ± 1. 
3 1 
M/(cos0,$) = — ( - ( p n + p_i_i)sin2e + poocos2e 
47T 2 
H—=:(-Kpi0 + 3£p_io)sin20cos$ 
V2 
+-r(3pi0 + Qp-W) sin 20 sin $ 
v 2 
-»P i_ i sin2 0 cos 2$ + 3pi_i sin2 0 sin 2$) (16) 
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In the case of unpolarized photon beam 
H/°(cose,$) = J ^ ( l - p S o ) + ^ (3pSo- l ) cos 2 0 
- V2^p°l0 sin 20 cos $ - p°_ : sin2 0 cos 2$) (17) 
Integrating (17) over azimuthal angle $ one obtains 
W°(cos 0 ) = \(\(l - p°0) sin2 0 + p°0 cos2 0 ) (18) 
And if one integrates (17) over angle 0 
W°{<$>) = - ^ (1 - 23ftp°_1cos2$) (19) 
2.3 The Diffractive Amplitudes 
2.3.1 Pomeron exchange amplitudes 
There are two models describing the Pomeron exchange process in pho-
toproduction of vector mesons. The vector meson dominance model (VDM) 
(Figure 7(a)) assumes that the incoming photon converts into a vector meson 
which interacts with the nucleon by exchange of a Pomeron [21,22]. In [17,18], 
the Donnachie-Landshoff (DL) model [23] is used to find the Pomeron ex-
change amplitude. According to this model the incoming photon splits into 
a quark and antiquark pair, interacts with the nucleon by a Pomeron and 
then combines into the final vector meson (Figure 7(b)). It is assumed that 
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the Pomeron behaves like a C=+l isoscalar photon.The high energy data 
can be described by the Pomeron trajectory (the particles on this trajectory 
have the quantum numbers of the vacuum) with an intercept a(0) ~1.08. 
In [18], using the factorized DL model, the invariant amplitude is ex-
pressed as 
/£ = -MP(s, ^ (X^Ufh^e^Xy) (20) 
where 
u — um(p) — is the Dirac spinor of the nucleon, 
£v(j) — is the polarization vector of photon, 
£/J(<^) ~~ 1S the polarization vector of 0 meson. 
7 
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N N' 
(a) 
FIG. 7. Pomeron exchange models for 0 meson production: (a) Vector Meson 
Dominance model, (b) Donnachie-Landshoff model [17]. 
Regge theory studies the properties of particle scattering as a function of 
angular momentum. Here the angular momentum is not required to be an 
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integer and can have any complex value. According to this theory, the scat-
tering amplitude depends on the scattering angle and the angular momentum, 
which itself depends on energies of possible bound states. In relativistic case 
this energy is the invariant energy s of the system. By Regge parametrization 
1 / o \ ctp(t) 
MP{s,t) = CpF^F^t)- ( — ) e - ^ / 2 W W ( 2 i ) 
S \Sp/ 
1 ( s x^H*) 
.sP/ 
where Fi(t) is the electromagnetic form factor of the nucleon and F^t) is 
the form factor of the vector-meson-photon-Pomeron coupling. From the 
Donnachie-Landshoff model [23] it follows that 
_ AMI - 2.U 
*M -
 m%-t)[i-^ (22) 
m) =
 W^M^W) (23) 
aP(t) = 1.08 + 0.25* (24) 
CP = Mv?™^ (25) 
here 7^ is the 0 meson decay constant 27^ = 13.13, aem = |^ and g2 = 
9PSS ' 9P • 9PSS
 a n d 9pqq describe the Pomeron couplings with the strange 
quarks in 0 meson and the light quarks in proton. Fitting the high energy 
data for vector mesons, parameters pi = 1.1 GeV2, sP = 4 GeV2, gpqq =4.1, 
gpss = 3.22 were obtained. 
From Figure 7(b) it follows that 
V = V (r -m-?(r-*^*)-f (y - f ) (26) 
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In this equation the term that is proportional to kv does not have a con-
tribution, and the last term violates gauge invariance. To make it invariant 
the following gauge transformation is applied in [18] 
<t^? = <?-V^\ (27) 
Using this transformation, the vertex has the following form 
r£ = UfJ/u^-e^-Uf^u^-k) (28) 
_ . ( (e^'p)(k-q)\ 
-u^ux ( ^ • q - — ^ J 
Here p must be fixed. It can be done taking into account that it lies in 
the production plane and is constructed from three independent vectors p, 
p' and q. It must also have a proper high energy limit, which can be found 
using Pomeron analogy to two gluons [26-28]. 
To obtain gauge invariance, besides the two gluon interaction with the 
same quark (Figure 8(a)), the gluons interaction with different quarks (Fig-
ure 8(b)) must be taken into account. In that case the amplitude has an 
additional term M(P')9A7«CPI) • u(Pi)9A,u(p),where pi is the momentum of 
the quark in the intermediate state. In the high energy limit and at small 
momentum transfers p' ~ p± ~ p, u(p')jau(p) ~ 2pa and the vertex function 
is 
r/f ~ (k'P) (Stphl • £\9amma ) ~ (^Xgamma ' P) (^Xphl ' *) ( 29) 




 P-k ) • (
£ U - P ) £A« 
For low energies the choice for p is \{p + p')-
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(a) (b) 
FIG. 8. Two gluon exchange mechanism for vector meson photoproduction 
[18]. 
2.3.2 Pseudoscalar meson exchange amplitudes 
There are two models which can be used to find the pseudoscalar meson 
exchange amplitude: 
1. one-boson-approximation (OBA) model [17-19,30,31] 
2. Regge model [32,33] 
According to [18], using OBA model the effective Lagrangians are: 
Z+w = ^^d^daA8<p 
CpNN = -igTTNNNj5T3Nir0 - igVNNNj5Nr] 
(30) 
(31) 
where Ap is the photon field and <p is either n° or rj meson. The invariant 
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amplitude for the pseudoscalar meson exchange is 
fi
 ~ ~ ^ t^~W2 M, [ ' 
ip=Trri u lvlip 1V1<P 
xumAp,)^umi{p)e^a^qiJLkael((t))efj{j) 
According to Ref. [34] the following form factors can be used to describe 
the ipNN and 079? vertices 
A2 — M2 A2 — M2 
F<pNN(t) = — -f- F<hv>(t) = —^ — (33) 
Here, g^NN = 13.26 and gVNN = 3.527 are used for ivNN and rjNN 
coupling constants. The coupling constants g^ = -0.141, g^ = -0.707 are 
obtained from the fits to the decay widths 
T(0 ->• 77T°) = (5.80 ± 0.58) x 10~6GeV (34) 
T(0 ->• 777) = (5.56 ± 0.26) x 10"5GeV (35) 
The A parameters for n° exchange are obtained from u photoproduction 
analysis [34, 35] : AT = 0.6 GeV2, A„ = 0.9 GeV2, A^77r = 0.6 GeV2 and 
A^r, = 1.0 GeV2. 
2.3.3 f2 meson and glueball exchange 
Both f2 meson and glueball exchanges are possible in 0 meson photopro-
duction, thus their contribution must be included in total amplitude. The 
effective Lagrangians for this two trajectories are the following: 
£0+= ~ga3(A^ + A ^ (36) 
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£2 + = \ga8{A^ + A^a8 + (A<* - A^a8 (37) 
where 
Aa" = d.tfd^ + <9a0^02„ - datfd»4 - d^&M (38) 
The vertices are 
K+=g^k-q-k^ (39) 
h% = Kl - 2iaa3[g^g^k • q + qakpg^ + gavq^ + g^k«qv\ 
The scalar function for R = (f2, glueball) is 
MR{s,t) = CRF1{t)F,{t)-^(^) y ! + e 7 " f (40) 
iVn \ s H / 2sin TTQ;R r(aR(t)) 
Here in C P instead of gP is #R. N2+ ~ 2sM^, iV0+ ~ MNM$. From [32] 
a/ ' = 0.55 + 0.7£ and Sf = 1 GeV2. For the glueball trajectory, from [36] 
agi = -0.75 + 0.25t and sgi = 4. 
The 77^  and gR parameters are obtained making the theoretical models 
fit the existing data for unpolarized total cross section, gf = 1.87, r\f = 
+l;ggi = 7.66,rjgi = - 1 . 
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2.4 Baryon and Baryon Resonance Exchange 
2.4.1 Baryon resonance exchange 
The baryon resonance exchange is believed to be the main mechanism 
for the backward angle 0 photoproduction. In [18] an effective Lagrangian 
approach, developed for cj-meson photoproduction, is used to describe this 
processes. It includes all known isospin 1=1/2 nucleon resonances listed in 
PDG [68]: Pu(1440), £>13(1520), 5U(1535), Sn(1650), £>i5(1675), F15(1680), 
£>i3(1700), Pn(1710), P13(1720), Fi7(1990), D13(2080), G17(2190). 
For N* with Jp — \ , § , § , | , the effective Lagrangians are 
cfNN* = ei§^^N^±)^F^N + h.c. (41) 
4 ^ = iej^<^T^F^N + h.c. (42) 
4NN* = ej^rN
a
^r^(daF^N + h.c. (43) 
IV1N* 
4 ^ = ^ej^rNafixr^(dBdaF^N+h.c. 
MN* 
where I/JN*, ipa, ^ap a n d ipap-y a r e the Rarita-Schwinger spin | , | , | and | 
fields, A,, is the photon field, and F^ = duA» - d»Av. T+ = l ( r~ = 75) 
defines the N* excitations with different parity. 
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2.4.2 Direct 0 meson Radiation 
According to [17], the effective Lagrangians for the (f)NN and *yNN in-
teractions are 
C<,NN = ~g<i>NN (N^N^ - ^-Na^Nd^ (44) 
ClNN = -e (N^NA" - ^-Na^Nd^A^ 
where KP = 1.79. The amplitude is 
lf,=um,(p')M^iy^umM (45) 
L Ps mN Pu ~ mN 
where 
fp = 1, ps = p + k, pu = p — q. It is theoretically estimated in [38] that 
g<j>NN = - 0 . 2 4 , K<t, = 0 .2 
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2.5 Theoretical Results and Expectations 
2.5.1 Unpolarized cross section 
In the total cross section, the main contribution is from the diffractive 
channels at small \t\ < 1 GeV2. The main contributing mechanisms are the 
Pomeron and pseudoscalar meson exchange mechanisms. Four models are 
considered: 
• (model A) 7r,rj exchange amplitude and the standard Pomeron (Pi) 
exchange 
• (model B) model A + f2 meson exchange 
• (model C) model A + the glueball trajectory 
• (hybrid model) model A + small contribution from f2 and glueball with 
equal weights 
Fig. 9 shows the theoretical results for the total cross section of 0 photo-
production as a function of photon energy for the different models. 0, r\ and 
Pomeron exchange (model A) are insufficient to explain the data. Adding 
either f2 exchange (B) or glueballs (C) greatly improves agreement with the 
data. Since it is unclear which of models B or C is superior, we use a hybrid 
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FIG. 9. The total cross section of 0 photoproduction as a function of photon 
energy: (a) models A, B and C indicated by solid, long-dashed and dot-dashed 
curves, (b) hybrid model [18]. 
In Fig. 10(a) the differential cross section is plotted as a function of -t at 
Ej = 2.2 GeV. The diffractive part of the differential cross section is described 
by the hybrid model. It can be observed from the plot that the forward-
angle photoproduction is well described by the diffractive amplitude, and 
the backward-angle photoproduction is well described by the resonant N*-
exchange mechanism, while the central region can be described only by the 
sum of all the processes. The (b) plot of the same figure shows the differential 
cross section versus the c.m.s. production angle at three different photon 
energies. There is a pretty good agreement between theoretical calculation 
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FIG. 10. (a) The differential cross section as a function of: (a) -t at 
E1 = 2.2 GeV for PS exchange (long-dashed), diffractive channels (dot-
dashed), resonance excitation (dashed) and the total amplitude (solid), (b) 
0 production angle at Ey =1.7, 2.0 and 3.6 GeV. The data are from [39,40], 
[18]. 
2.5.2 Spin observables 
All the calculations for the spin observables are done in the Gottfried-
Jackson frame in [18]. The model applicability at E^ ~ 2 — 3 GeV is limited 
by the forward and backward photoproduction with \tmm < \t\ < \ti\ and 
\ti\ < \t\ < \tmax\, respectively, where \ti\ ~ 0.5 — 0.7 GeV2, depending on 
energy. 
For the forward angle photoproduction the scalar and pseudoscalar meson 
exchange amplitudes are 
m,fml,\(f)\. .(*) = 
2mjA7 
SmtmfO\yX^I0 (t) (47) 
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The Pomeron exchange amplitude in GJ system has the following form 
ft* * fl 
Tfi = -Sx^Ufl/ui + Sx+okyUft/^Ut + V2\lPx ,k_k_ Uffx+Ui (48) 
where &7 and px are the photon momentum and x component of the proton 
momentum. The second term in (48) describes the interaction of the photon 
and nucleon spins and interaction of the 0 meson spin and the orbital mo-
mentum in the initial state. The last term describes the 0 meson and nucleon 
spins interaction and the interaction of the photon spin with the orbital mo-
mentum in the final state. So the second and the last terms are responsible 
for the spin-flip transitions A7 —> X^ = 0. The largest contribution is from 
the second term and it is estimated as 
pSo K sm±Mi (49) 
9 , 0,0 ( Ml+\t\\ 
The double spin-flip transition A7 —>• A^ = — A7 is connected with the pho-
ton spin interaction with the orbital momentum. It generates /??_]_, which is 
defined by the interference of the first and the last terms 
In Fig. 11 the spin-density matrix p° elements are plotted as function of -t 
for E1 = 2.2 GeV. This matrix defines the 0 meson decay product particles 
angular distribution in the reaction with unpolarized photons. At forward 
angle photoproduction the spin-density matrix elements are determined by 
Pomeron exchange processes, but at high momentum transfers mostly the 
resonance excitations are important. 
In Fig. 12 the angular distribution function for the unpolarized photons 
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FIG. 11. The spin-density matrix elements as a function of -t at E1 = 2.2 
GeV: (a) for the Pomeron exchange amplitude, (b) for the full model [18]. 
0 mesons are produced with the spins aligned along the quantization axis z'. 
This is expressed as W° oc sin2 G. As the \t\ increases, the spin-flip processes 
make the produced 0 mesons longitudinally polarized. At large momentum 
transfers W° ~ a + b cos2 0 , where a, b > 0. 
The <3> dependence of the W° is determined only by spin-flip processes. 
The amplitude of the oscillations increases with increasing value of \t\ , 
reaches the maximal value at \t\ ~ 0.6 GeV2 and then again decreases. The 
spin-density matrix elements p°_x are determined by the azimuthal angle de-
pendences and mainly describe the gluon-exchange processes. At very high 
momentum transfers the resonant channels play the main role. 
Fig. 13 represents the p°0 and p\_x photon energy dependences at fixed 
|t|=0.4 GeV2 value for the Pomeron-exchange and full amplitudes. The value 
of PQ0 increases with the energy, indicating the increase of longitudinally-
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FIG. 12. Angular distribution function at E1 = 2.2 GeV and |i|=0.2, 0.5 
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FIG. 13. Spin-density matrix elements as a function of £"7 at |t|=0.4 GeV2 
for: (a) Pomeron exchange amplitude, (b) full model. [18] 
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2.6 Summary 
0 meson photoproduction in the diffractive regime is dominated by 
Pomeron exchange, TT and rj pseudoscalar meson exchange and some contri-
bution from exotic channels like f2 meson exchange and glueball exchange. 
At high momentum transfers nucleon resonance excitations start become im-
portant and a large deviation from OZI rule is observed. 
The spin-dependent part of the Pomeron exchange amplitude is respon-
sible for the spin-flip transitions in 0 photoproduction. These transitions 
have significant contribution to spin-density matrix elements and could be 
measured from the 0 meson decay angular distributions. The double spin-flip 
transitions are related to the p\_r spin-density matrix element and can be ob-
tained from the azimuthal angle dependence part of the angular distribution 
function. 
More available data and more precise measurements of the cross section 
and spin observables will allow us to study 0 meson production mechanisms 




This analysis used the data set from the g l l experiment. The experi-
ment ran between May 17th and July 29th 2004 in Hall-B at the Thomas 
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF) in Newport News, VA. The 
average electron beam current during the experiment was 65 nA. The energy 
of the beam was 4 GeV. Hall-B photon tagging system was used to produce 
Bremsstrahlung photons and measure their production time and energy. Dur-
ing the experiment the photon beam (up to 4.016 GeV) was incident on a 40 
cm liquid Hydrogen target. The integrated luminosity of the g l l experiment 
was on the order of 80 p b - 1 (Fig. 14). The final state charged particles were 
detected using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS). For the 
experimental run an important addition to CLAS was a new Start Counter. 
This detector measures the production time to each track individually, al-
lowing a tagged photon flux of at least 5xl0 7 photons/second [41]. 
Though the main purpose of the experiment was to search for exotic 
baryons, the high statistics data created a nice opportunity to study many 
other interesting channels, one of which is 0 production. 
This chapter describes the CEBAF accelerator, the CLAS detector and 
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FIG. 14. Integrated Luminosity of the g l l experiment. 
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FIG. 15. An aerial view of Jefferson Lab's electron accelerator along with 
its three experimental halls. 
3.1 Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility 
The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) is the main 
research unit of Jefferson Lab (Fig. 15). The high luminosity continuous 
beam is accelerated with microwaves in superconducting cavities. The maxi-
mum energy of the beam is almost 6 GeV. Fig. 16 shows a schematic picture 
of the accelerator. 
The beam of polarized electrons is provided by a 0.067 GeV injector from 
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FIG. 16. Schematic picture of the CEBAF. A cryomodule scheme is shown 
in the upper left corner. A vertical cross section of a cryomodule is shown 
in the lower right corner. A cross section of the five recirculation arcs is 
shown in the upper right corner. 
a strained GaAs photocathode. Then it is accelerated through a recirculating 
beamline, consisting of two linear accelerators (LINACs) joined by two 180° 
arcs. The LINACs each contain 168 superconducting RF Niobium cavities 
( see Fig. 17). Liquid Helium from the Central Helium Liquefier is used to 
cool the superconducting accelerating cavities to 2 Kelvin. 
The beam can be recirculated up to five times in the two LINACs to reach 
the maximum beam energy of 5.6 GeV, with a maximum current of 180 pA. 
It is very important to deliver stable and constant energy beams for nuclear 
physics experiments. To steer and focus the beam about 2,200 quadrupole 
and dipole magnets are placed in the tunnels. The energy spread of the beam 
is AE/E < 10~4. The beam pulses are directed into experimental Hall A, B 
or C using RF separator cavities. 
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FIG. 17. A pair of CEBAF's superconducting RF cavities.Its elliptical 
components are perpendicular to the beamline pipe and are covered by 
some supporting tools. 
3.2 Photon Tagger 
The photon tagging system is used to produce photons for experiments 
and to obtain information about their energy and timing. Figure 18 shows the 
relative locations of different devices in the photon tagging system assembly. 
The main parts of the photon tagging system are the radiator, the magnetic 
spectrometer and collimators. The description of these components of the 
tagger will be presented here. 
Radiator 
Radiator is the component of the tagging system responsible for the pro-
duction of real photons using Bremsstrahlung. The incident beam electrons 
interact with the electromagnetic field of nuclei in the thin radiator and emits 
photons. High atomic number material is used for the radiator to minimize 
the contribution from electron-electron interaction. For the g l l experiment 
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FIG. 18. The overall geometry of Hall-B photon tagging system. Impor-
tant components include the radiator, the hodoscope, the vacuum box and 
the collimator. [42] 
the radiator film was made of gold with a thickness of about 10 4 radiation 
lengths. 
Tagging Spect rometer 
A magnetic spectrometer (the "tagger") is placed after the radiator. After 
the electron-radiator interaction, the beam consists of a mixture of electrons 
that did not interact with the radiator, bremsstrahlung photons, and scat-
tered electrons. A magnetic field is applied to obtain a clean photon beam 
from this mixture of electrons and photons. The field bends the electrons 
that did not interact with the radiator towards the electron beam dump. The 
electrons that interacted and lost a part of their energy are bent in a larger 
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angle and hit the tagger detectors, which consist of two scintillator planes. 
The photon beam does not bend in the tagger magnet and continues straight 
towards the experimental target. 
The radiated photon energy can be obtained by measuring the energy of 
the outgoing electron. The initial electron energy is about 4 GeV. The scin-
tillator hodoscope system of the tagger is used to determine the momentum 
and the timing of the outgoing electron that radiated the photon. 
The hodoscope consists of two separate planes of scintillator detectors. 
The first E-plane is used to determine the energy of the deflected electron. 
It is made of 384 narrow scintillating paddles (the "E-counters"), which are 
each 20 cm long and 4 mm thick. The overlapping configuration of the 
paddles creates 767 photon energy bins. The struck paddles determine the 
energy of the electron with resolution of ~1 x 10~3. 
The second T-plane is located 20 cm behind the E-plane and is used for 
timing measurements for the recoiling electrons. It is made of two groups 
of scintillator paddles ("T-counters"). The first group has 19 counters and 
covers the photon energy range from 75% to 95% of the incident electron 
energy. The second group is made of 42 paddles and covers the photon 
energy range from 20% to 75% of the incident electron energy. The counters 
are 2 cm thick and have different lengths and widths to compensate for the 
-gr- behavior of the bremsstrahlung cross section and keep the counting rate 
the same in both groups. The timing resolution of the T-plane is about 110 
ps, providing the timing precision required to find the coincidence with the 
detected particles triggered by that photon. Thus, the timing information 
determines the start time of the events. Figure 19 is the schematic diagram 
of the tagger spectrometer. 
Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are used to read out the signals from the 
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FIG. 19. The trajectories of photons and electrons passing through the 
magnetic spectrometer of the photon tagging system.The sketch also in-
cludes the relative locations of E- and T-planes. The dashed lines show the 
trajectories of the deflected electrons according to the fraction of the initial 
beam energy transferred to photon. [42] 
scintillator paddles. The signal from each T-counter enters a fast constant-
fraction discriminator. The output signals from the discriminators are sent to 
FASTBUS TDCs, which record the timing information from the T-counters. 
The signals are also sent to the Master OR (MOR), which provides the signal 
that the photon has been tagged for the first-level CLAS trigger. Because 
of the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum, more low energy tagged pho-
tons are produced than high energy tagged photons. Therefore a pre-scaling 
system was used to keep low energy photons. The rate and duration of the 
veto can be adjusted. The E-counter PMT signals are also sent through 
amplifier-discrimintors and then directed to multi-hit FASTBUS TDCs to 
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FIG. 20. Schematic diagram of the photon tagging system readout 
electronics in Hall-B. [42] 
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during the data analysis to get the hit patterns and to find the timing coinci-
dences between the E- and T-counters. Figure 20 is the schematic diagram of 
the photon tagging system logic design. The Hall-B photon tagging system 
is described in more detail in [42]. 
Collimators 
Before the target a system of two collimators is placed to further define 
the photon beam. The sweeping magnets placed between the two collimators 
remove the electrons produced during the secondary interactions in the first 
collimator. 
3.3 Hall-B Beamline 
Different devices are used to monitor and measure the electron beam 
delivered to experimental Hall B. The position and current of the beam are 
monitored by three nano-amp (nA) beam position monitors (BPMs), which 
have resolution better than 100//m. The beam distribution is measured by a 
"harp" located upstream from the center of CLAS detector. The beam width 
is typically less than 200 pra. 
The photon flux was measured by a Total Absorption Shower Counter 
(TASC), located at the end of the beamline, a Pair Spectrometer (PS) and 
a Pair Counter (PC), which were located between the tagger and the target. 
The TASC consisted of four lead glass blocks and had close to 100% photon 
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detection efficiency. To calibrate the flux calculated by the tagger against 
the TASC, several low current normalization runs were used. The photon 
detection efficiency of TASC decreases at rates higher than 105 Hz. To solve 
that problem the PS and PC are used to cross calibrate the TASC. The PS 
and PC devices can operate at much higher beam intensities and are used to 
cross calibrate the TASC. 
The TASC is also used to find the Tagging Ratio, which shows which part 
of the tagged photons actually hit the CLAS target. 
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FIG. 21. CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer in Hall B. 
3.4 C E B A F Large Acceptance Spectrometer 
CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) is an almost 47r spec-
trometer located in Hall B, Jefferson Lab. It was used to detect the outgoing 
particles after the photon beam interaction with the cryogenic target in the 
g l l experiment. The main components of the CLAS detector are combined 
around a superconducting toroidal magnet, which consists of six coils that 
divide the detection system into six sectors. Each sector of the CLAS consists 
of three separate Drift Chamber (DC) regions to determine the trajectories 
and momenta of charged particles, Scintillation Counters (SC) for time-of-
flight (TOF) measurements and particle identification, Cerenkov Counters 
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(CC) for electron identification, and an Electromagnetic Shower Calorimeter 
(EC) to identify showering particles such as electrons and photons and to 
detect neutrons (see Figure 22). The last two pieces of the detector (CC and 
EC) were not used in the current analysis and will not be discussed further. 
Any detector could be used to build the trigger configuration for the studied 
interactions. The Start Counter was upgraded for the g l l experiment and it 
was used in the g l l trigger. The following section describes the individual 
detector subsystems which were important for our analysis. 
FIG. 22. Three dimensional view of CLAS. The three DC regions are shown 
in purple, CC in dark blue, SC in red and EC in green. 
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FIG. 23. The configuration of the superconducting toroidal magnet of the 
CLAS detector. 
3.4.1 Superconducting Toroidal Magnet 
The toroidal magnet is one of the main parts of the CLAS detector. Its six 
superconducting coils are arranged around the beamline and split the whole 
detection system into six independent sectors. Each coil is located in a sep-
arate cryostat, and is about 5 m long and 2.5 m wide, with 60° separation 
in azimuthal direction. The magnet can support 3861 A maximal current, 
and produces up to 3.5 T magnetic field. Because of the kidney shape, the 
coils create a stronger field at the forward angles of the detector and lower 
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at backward angles. The magnetic field is in the azimuthal direction and is 
always transverse to the particle momentum. The field bends the trajecto-
ries of the charged particles. For the "normal field" configuration, negatively 
charged particles bend towards the beamline and positively charged particles 
bend outwards. Knowing the strength of the field one can obtain the mo-
mentum of the particle. Figure 23 shows the shape of the torus magnet that 
is installed inside the CLAS detection system. 
3.4.2 Drift Chambers 
The drift chambers are used to measure the trajectories of the charged 
particles to measure their momenta. Because of the six coils of the toroidal 
magnet, there are six sectors of the drift chamber system. Each sector itself 
consists of three regions. Figure 24 is a diagram of horizontal cut through 
the CLAS detector, showing the relative position of three regions and the 
magnet coil. Region 1 is located between the torus coil and the beamline 
and is in a field-free region. Region 2 is mounted on the magnet coil and is 
in a very high magnetic field region. The drift chambers of this region were 
built at ODU by the experimental nuclear physics group. Region 3 is outside 
of the magnet and is in an almost filed-free region. 
Every region of the drift chambers consists of axial and stereo layers of 
wires. The axial layer measures the scattering angles and momenta of the 
particles and the wires of this layer are strung parallel to the direction of the 
magnetic field. The stereo wires are strung at an angle of 6° with respect to 
the axial wires. Each super-layer consists of six layers of hexagonal shape 
cells of 140/^m diameter gold-plated aluminum alloy field wires, which sur-
round the 20/im diameter gold-plated tungsten sense wires (see Figure 25). 
The cell size increases with the radial distance from the target. There are 
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FIG. 24. Horizontal cut through the CLAS detector showing the relative 
positions of the detector subsystems. The dashed lines outline the location 
of the toroidal magnet coils. 
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FIG. 25. Schematic of a section of drift chambers showing two super-layers. 
The wires are arranged in hexagonal patterns (cells). The sense wires are 
located in the center and field wires are located at each corner of each cell. 
The arrow shows a charged particle passing through the drift chambers and 
the shadowed hexagons represent the hit cells. 
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35148 hexagonal cells in total, which can detect charged particles with mo-
menta grater than 0.2 GeV/c and cover a polar angle range from 8° to 143°. 
The drift chamber system is filled with Ar/C02 gas mixture, 90/10 by vol-
ume. The gas mixture supports drift velocities of 4 cm//xsec and very high 
operational voltage. The intrinsic resolution it provides is about lOO^tm. 
The charged particles passing through the drift chamber ionize gas 
molecules. The field wires are given high negative voltage and serve as the 
cathode, and the sense wires hold positive voltage and are the anode. Af-
ter the gas ionization, the electrons and ions move towards the sense and 
field wires, respectively. The electrons during their drift towards the anode 
hit other gas molecules and create a secondary ionization that increases the 
number of electrons and ions. Using the particle drift time information from 
the detected signals the hit positions of the initial charged particles traveling 
trough the detector can be found. 
The electric signals from sense wires pass to preamplifiers, then to am-
plifier discriminator boards (ADBs), then they go to TDCs. The TDCs are 
stopped by the event trigger. More information about the CLAS drift cham-
ber system can be obtained from [46-49]. 
3.4.3 Time of Flight Counters 
The Time-of-Flight System (TOF) of the CLAS detector is used to mea-
sure the time of flight of the charged particles through the detection system. 
Having the trajectory and timing information of the particle, it is possible 
to explicitly identify the mass of the particle: 
= Py/Y^2 
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FIG. 26. Time-of-Flight detector subsystem used in each sector of CLAS. 
The four panels of scintillator counters consist of 57 units of different 
length and width. 
In every sector of the detector the TOF system consists of four panels 
combined from 57 scintillator bars (see Figure 26).The length of the counter 
bars varies from 30 to 450 cm, the width is 15 or 22 cm, and the thickness 
is 5.08 cm. They have angular coverage of about 2° and are perpendicular 
to the beamline. Photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) are located at both ends 
of each scintillator bar to read the signal. The timing resolution depends on 
the length of the bar and averages 140 ps. This resolution allows to separate 
the pions and protons up to a momentum of 2.5 GeV/c. ADC's and T D C s 
are used to read out the PMT signals. Different angular regions of the TOF 
system have different number ADC's and TDCs . More information about 
the TOF system can be found in [50]. 
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FIG. 27. Schematic view of the cryogenic target cell of g l l experiment. [44] 
3.4.4 Cryogenic Target 
The g l l experiment used a liquid Hydrogen (LH2) target. The target cell 
had cylindrical form (see Figure 27) made of Kapton (18 mg/cm2) about 40 
cm long and with 4 cm diameter. It was positioned -10 cm upstream from the 
center of the CLAS detector to improve the acceptance of positively charged 
tracks in the forward direction. The cooling and recirculation of the target 
was provided by the CLAS cryogenic system. 
Aluminum and Kapton entrance and exit windows were 5 mm in diameter 
with a thickness of 127 pm (Kapton) and 15 pm (Alum.) The target cell 
was thermally insulated with 5 layers of aluminized mylar (0.88 mg/cm2 per 
layer) combined with Cerex (1 mg/cm2 per layer). It was contained within 
the vacuum of the scattering chamber. The scattering chamber walls were 
built of foam with 107 mg/cm2 density and covered with nylon (4 mg/cm2). 
The target parameters, such as temperature and pressure, were monitored 
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TABLE 1. Specifications of the cryogenic hydrogen target. 
Item Value 
Length (cm) 40.00 
Diameter (cm) 4.00 
Temperature (K) 19.3 K 
Pressure (mBar) 1122 mBar 
Density (g/cm3) 0.07177 (3H2) 
during every run. The run-to-run density versus pressure dependence was 
used to extract the target density for the cross section measurements (see 
Section 4.8.4). 
The relative fluctuations in target density were only about 0.1%. 
3.4.5 Start Counter 
A new Start Counter was included in detection system for the g l l exper-
iment. The counter measured the interaction time of incident photons in the 
target by detection of the outgoing particles. It was designed specifically for 
the 40 cm long liquid hydrogen target to provide a full coverage of the CLAS 
acceptance. The counter formed a hexagon around the target and consisted 
of six sectors similar to the CLAS (see Figure 28). Each sector was made of 
four 502 mm long straight scintillator paddles with tapered ends, that com-
bined into the 30 mm long triangle "nose" part. The 24 paddles were each 
29 mm wide and 2.15 mm thick. Each paddle was connected to an acrylic 
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FIG. 28. The schematic picture of the new Start Counter used during the 
g l l experiment. 
light guide, which itself was connected to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The 
counter showed a good efficiency and achieved a timing resolution of 350 ps. 
The outgoing signals from this counter were used in Level the 1 trigger. More 
information on Start Counter construction details and performance can be 
obtained from [51]. 
3.4.6 Event Trigger and Data Acquisition (DAQ) 
Each subsystem of the CLAS detector has some electronics that discrimi-
nates and collects the signals. Signals from the various detection systems are 
managed by the Trigger and Data Acquisition (DAQ) system. Each exper-
iment has its own trigger configuration (depending on requirements of that 
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experiment). It is the responsibility of the trigger to select signals corre-
sponding to real events out of the input signals from different sub-detectors. 
Then the selected information is managed and stored by data acquisition 
system. 
The g l l a experiment used only a Level 1 hardware trigger. It used the 
information from the tagger, start counter and the time-of-flight scintillators 
to select the events. The trigger requirements were set to make multiple 
track events detection as effective as possible. The first requirement was to 
have two charged particles detected in different sectors within a 100 ns timing 
coincidence window by the Time-of-Flight counters. Next, it required two 
hits in the Start Counter within a 15 ns timing coincidence window and in the 
same sectors, as the TOF hits. And finally, it required coincidence with the 
Master OR of the photon tagger. Only the first 40 T-counters were enabled 
to trigger events, which guaranteed selection of events that were created by 
the higher energy photons (see Figure 29). The g l l a total trigger rate was 
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FIG. 29. Plot of photon energy in the tagger, where the energy range of 
the photons included in the trigger is shown in green. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
DATA ANALYSIS 
The g l l a dataset collected by the CLAS collaboration was used for the 
current analysis. About 21 TB data were collected durind the experiment's 
421 production runs. The raw data from different detector subsystems were 
then converted from digital format into physics format using some recon-
struction scripts. This procedure is known as data cooking. The different 
detector subsystems were calibrated during the data cooking process. Cali-
bration includes the alignment of detector components timing with the beam 
radio frequency (RF). It also optimizes particle tracks, energy and time re-
constructions. The detectors are calibrated during several iterations. The 
improvement of one component's calibration helps to improve other subsys-
tem calibrations. The cooking and calibration of g l l a dataset was performed 
by the CLAS collaboration. 
The purpose of this analysis is to study 4> meson production in the neutral 
decay mode : 7 + p—> p + <f> —> p+ Ks + K^. This channel has a branching 
fraction of approximately 34% of the total <f> meson production. The neu-
tral Ks has a 8 .953xl0~ ns mean lifetime and is identified using its decay 
into a 7r+7r_ pair. The neutral KL was not detected. We reconstructed § 
production events by detecting the p, ir+, ir~ particles in the final state. The 
final particles were detected in the CLAS detector. In this chapter we will 
describe in detail all steps performed to select data for this analysis as well 
as the cuts and corrections applied to study cf) meson photoproduction. 
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4.1 Excluded Runs 
During the g l l a run period data was collected using the data acquisition 
(DAQ) system and was grouped into runs, each run consisting of about 10M 
events. The g l l a run period includes CLAS runs 43490 to 44133. For runs 
43490 to 44107 the electron beam energy was 4.019 GeV, and for runs 44108 
to 44133 the beam energy was 5.021 GeV. To avoid the systematic differences 
between the two sets of runs with different energies, we only analyzed the 
4.019 GeV data. The 5 GeV data was only 6% of the dataset and their 
elimination does not change the statistical uncertainties by a sizable amount. 
The runs 43490 to 43525 were commissioning runs, which were taken for 
diagnostic reasons and were not meant to be used in any physics analysis. 
Thus, we also excluded these runs from the analysis. 
There are some other problematic g l l a runs, which were removed from 
the analysis. Runs 43675, 43676, 43777, 43778 and 44013 were taken with 
different trigger configurations than the standard production trigger. Runs 
43989, 43990 and 43991 were listed in logbook entries as runs having problems 
with the DAQ system. There were documented drift chamber problems that 
occurred during runs 43981 and 43982. Some other runs had problems with 
the DC power supply to the TOF counters in sector 2 (runs 43989-43991, 
44000-44002, 44007, 44008, 44010-44012) and sector 3 (runs 43586-43596). 
Table 2 summarizes the list of all runs that were excluded from the current 
analysis. 
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TABLE 2. Table of g l l a runs, excluded from our analysis. 













Different Trigger Configuration 
Logbook Lists DAQ Problem 
TOF Problem in Sector 2 
TOF Problem in Sector 3 
5.021 GeV Beam Energy 
4.2 Event selection 
Events were selected with three charged tracks in the final state identified 
as a proton, 7r+ and ir~ in addition to a photon tagged by an electron in the 
tagger. These particles were selected according to particle id assigned by the 
CLAS Simple Event Builder (SEB) package. In order to identify the type 
of particle, the SEB package calculates the velocity Pmeas of the detected 
particle and compares it with the expected Pcand corresponding to the mea-
sured momentum and the masses of different possible types of particles. The 
particle type is chosen based on the minimum difference between the mea-
sured Pmeas and /3cand velocities. To suppress accidental coincidences from 
different beam bunches, there was a requirement to have only one photon 
present in the tagger within ±2 ns time interval between the tagger and the 
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FIG. 30. The tagger time subtracted from event start time. A ±2 ns cut 
was used to select good photons. 
the right photon for the event in the case of detecting more than one photon 
with time close to the event start time. 
There were minimal momentum cuts on protons and pions: Pff > 0.1 
GeV/c, Pp > 0.35 GeV/c. The minimum momentum for the protons was 
selected arbitrarily in the cut to eliminate CLAS detection problems of low 
momentum protons (this cut removes about 3% of protons). The minimum 
momentum cut for the pions eliminates a very small fraction of very low 
momentum pions (about 0.4%). 
Several other cuts and corrections were applied to the raw data to produce 
the final data set for the analysis. These cuts and corrections are discussed 
in detail in the following sections. 
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TABLE 3. Table of corrections applied to data. 
g l l Tagger Energy Corrections 
g l l Particle Energy Loss Corrections 
g l l Particle Momentum Corrections 
Detector Efficiency Corrections 
Detector Acceptance Corrections 
Multiple Photon Hits Correction 
4.3 Energy and Momentum Corrections 
Data for the analysis were corrected using the standard g l l energy and 
momentum correction packages. These corrections included the charged par-
ticle energy loss correction [55], tagger energy correction, and particle mo-
mentum correction [54]. Each of these corrections will be discussed sepa-
rately. 
4.3.1 Tagger Energy Corrections 
Gravitational sagging of the frames that hold the photon tagger's E -
counters and various possible misalignments of the tagger's focal plane were 
first discovered in 2003 [42], [43]. In the preliminary analysis of g l l data 
it was observed that there is a deviation between the proton mass and the 
missing mass of the -yp —> K+K~X reaction AM = Mx — Mproton. This 
deviation depended on run number (Fig. 31(a)). To solve the problem, the 
electron beam energy was corrected on a run-by-run basis. On average, the 
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correction factor R = Ecorrected/' Emitiai = 1.005, showing that the detected 
beam energy was about 0.5% higher than the nominal one. Fig. 31(b) shows 
the correction factor R plotted versus run number. The corrections were 
different for the run numbers grater than 44108, where the beam energy was 
higher. 
The photon energy corrections were checked using the jp —> 7r+7r~A" re-
action. Tagger energy corrections as a function of tagger ID are plotted on 
Fig. 32, where the red points are the corrections before electron energy cor-
rections were applied, and the blue points correspond to the corrections after 
electron energies were corrected. The several shifted points correspond to 
the cable swaps, which were discovered after the data taking during the pho-
ton energy calibrations. This was taken into account during the correction. 
After these corrections were applied, the missing proton mass was shifted to 
its correct value. This can be seen from Fig. 33, where the missing mass of 
the proton in the jp —» -K+/K~X reaction is plotted as a function of tagger 
ID. 
4.3.2 Ene rgy Loss Cor rec t ion 
The charged particles propagating through the target and detector ma-
terial lose energy due to ionization and atomic excitations. The momenta of 
the proton, ir+ and TT~ were corrected for this energy loss using the CLAS 
software eloss package written by E. Pasyuk [55]. This correction includes 
the energy loss in the target material and walls, the beam pipe, the start 
counter and the air between the start counter and the Region 1 drift cham-
bers. The energy loss was estimated using the momenta and masses of the 
particles. This correction does not include the energy loss after the Region 
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FIG. 31. (a) The missing mass shift in the reaction jp —>• K+K X, AM = 
Mx - Mproton, (b) beam energy correction factor R = Ecorrected/Eimtiai as a 
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FIG. 32. Tagger energy correction R = E1/El0 as a function of tagger 
channel number. The red points are the corrections before the electron 
energy was corrected, and the blue points show the corrections after the 
electron energy corrections. Note that the structure of the correction func-
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FIG. 33. The difference of the missing mass of the reaction jp -> it+-K~X 
and the proton mass AM = Mx — Mp as a function of tagger ID after the 
tagger energy correction. [54] 
1 drift chambers. 
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4.3.3 M o m e n t u m Cor rec t ions 
The reconstructed momenta of the particles have some inaccuracies be-
cause of the discrepancies in the toroidal magnetic field map and in the drift 
chamber survey information. In this analysis we have used the g l l a mo-
mentum corrections obtained by V.Kubarovsky [54]. The corrections were 
determined based on the missing mass technique. The corrections as func-
tions of (j) angle were obtained for TT+, TT~ , K+, K~ and protons, after the 
energy loss and tagger energy corrections were applied to data. 
The corrections for the ir+ and ir~ are obtained from jp -» -n+rK~p inclu-
sive reaction requiring to have only one proton, one ir+ and one n~ in the 
final state, and for the K+ and K~ - from the jp —>• K+K~p reaction with 
only one proton, one K+ and one K" in the final state. The proton momen-
tum corrections were derived seperately from two reactions: jp —>• 7r+7r~p 
and 7p —> K+K~p. The corrections R = PCOrrectedlPmeasured — 1 a r e plotted 
for the positive and negative particles in Fig. 34 and Fig. 35, respectively. 
The momentum corrections were calculated fitting the data in these fig-
ures with polynomial function. As a function of </3 angle the maximum 
momentum correction factors are on the order of ± 1 % . The missing mass 
distributions of the protons before and after the corrections are plotted in 
Fig. 36. The missing and invariant masses of some other particles are plot-
ted in Fig. 37. These corrections improve the mass resolutions. The missing 
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FIG. 34. Momentum correction factor R = Pcorrected IPmeasured — 1 as a 
function of cf> angle for positive particles estimated from the missing mass 
distributions in jp —> ir+7r~p reaction for: (a) 7r+, (b) protons, and from 




FIG. 35. Momen tum correction factor R = Pcorrected/Pmeasured — 1 as a 
function of r/> angle for negative particles: (a) n~ estimated from jp —> 
ir+ir~p, and (b) k~ estimated from jp —> K+K~p reaction. [54] 
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FIG. 36. The mass distributions of missing protons before and after the 
momentum corrections were applied in two reactions: (a) jp —> ir+7r~X, (b) 
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FIG. 37. Invariant and missing masses after tagger energy, energy loss and 
momentum corrections were applied. The deviation from the PDG mass [68] 
are indicated on the right side of the plots. [54] 
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4.4 The Detector Efficiency Corrections 
Due to missing wires in the drift chambers or low gains in the phototubes 
the detector can be less efficient in some regions. To correct data for these 
effects we measured the detector efficiency for particles. In this analysis the 
proton, 7r+ and ir~ detection efficiencies were obtained using two reactions: 
7P —> p7r+it~ and jp —> pit+TT~-K+TT~ . Events were selected based on com-
plete exclusivity, in case if one particle is missed it is reconstructed by missing 
mass. The efficiencies were obtained as a function of 9 and (j> angles, and of 
momentum. 
To obtain efficiencies for protons the available dataset is divided into 
the following four momentum bins: 0.35-0.4 GeV/c, 0.4-0.45 GeV/c, 0.45-
0.55 GeV/c, > 0.55 GeV/c. For each momentum region the efficiencies are 
calculated using (52) and (53). 
p
~ N(1P-+Tr+Tr-)p lD > 
g
 =
 N(lP ~» ?r+7r 7T+7T p) 
p
 N(jp —>• 7r+7r~7T+7r~)2> 
In equations (52) and (53) the protons in the numerator correspond to 
detected proton events, and the protons in denominator are obtained from 
the missing mass of the reactions1. Fig. 38 shows the number of protons 
in each 0-<fi bin for the detected protons and for the reconstructed protons 
in two reactions (jp —>• n+Tr~)p and (jp —)• 7r+7r~7r+7r~)p. Efficiencies are 
calculated from the ratio of these two histograms using Eqs. (52) and (53). 
Efficiencies for positively charged pions are measured for four momentum 
:Note the events in the numerator are a subset of the events in the denominator 
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regions: 0.1-0.15 GeV/c, 0.15-0.2 GeV/c, 0.2-0.3 GeV/c, > 0.3 GeV/c. For 
each momentum region efficiencies are calculated using (54) and (55). 
_ N(jp -> 7T+7T p) 
_ A^(7J3 - > 7T+7T 7T+7T j?) 
N(jp —¥ Tr+Ti~ir~p)ir+ 
In equations (54) and (55) the numerator corresponds to all detected 
7r+ events, and the denominator corresponds to all reconstructed TC+ events 
(detected or undetected). The ir+ events are reconstructed from the missing 
mass. Fig. 39 shows the number of 7r+ as a function of 9 and 4> for the 
detected ix+ and for the reconstructed 7T+ in two reactions: (jp —» ir~p)ir+ 
and (jp —> 7i+iT~7r~p)Tr+. The efficiencies are obtained from the ratio of 
these two histograms according to Eqs. (54) and (55). 
Efficiencies for negatively charged pions are calculated identically to those 
for 7r+. Fig. 40 shows the number of events with detected and reconstructed 
7r~ and the resulting efficiencies. 
A^p^TT+TT p) 
*~ N(jp -> n+p)ir- { ' 
= N^p-^ir+ir TT+TT p) 
N(jp —)• 7T+7T~7r+p)7r_ 
To include all angles there are 180 9 bins and 360 4> bins in all cases. 
In Fig. 41(a) protons' polar 0 angles are plotted versus azimuthal angles 
$ before the efficiency corrections were applied. The (b) histogram of the 
same figure is the vertical projection of the histogram in (a). Fig. 41(c) is the 
proton angular distributions plot after the efficiency corrections were applied, 
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and (d) is projection of (c). 
In Fig. 42(a) ir+ mesons' polar 0 angles are plotted versus azimuthal 
angles <& before the efficiency corrections were applied. The (b) histogram of 
the same figure is the vertical projection of the histogram in (a). Fig. 42(c) 
is the positive pion angular distributions plot after the efficiency corrections 
were applied, and (d) is projection of (c). 
In Fig. 43(a) polar 0 angles of TT+ mesons are plotted versus azimuthal 
angles <& before the efficiency corrections were applied. The (b) histogram of 
the same figure is the vertical projection of the histogram in (a). Fig. 43(c) 
is the negative pion angular distributions plot after the efficiency corrections 
were applied, and (d) is projection of (c). 
The holes at $ = 300 degrees (Sector 6) is because of dead drift cham-
ber wires and scintillators, which significantly decrease the efficiency. Events 
from these bad paddles were cut out in data and correspondingly were ex-
cluded during the acceptance calculations. 
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RECONSTRUCTED DETECTED 
FIG. 38. The calculation of efficiency coefficients for the protons, (a) 9 
angle vs (f> angle for the reconstructed protons; (b) 9 angle vs 0 for the de-
tected protons; (c) 3D plots of efficiency coefficients for the protons plotted 





FIG. 39. The calculation of efficiency coefficients for the positive pions. 
(a) 9 angle vs <fi angle for the reconstructed 7r+ ; (b) 9 angle vs </> for the 
detected ir+ ; (c) 3D plots of efficiency coefficients for the positive pions 
plotted versus 9 and 4> angles in different momentum ranges. 
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RECONSTRUCTED DETECTED 
FIG. 40. The calculation of efficiency coefficients for the negative pions. 
(a) 9 angle vs <f> angle for the reconstructed 7T~; (b) 9 angle vs 4> angle for the 
detected 7r_; (C) 3D plots of efficiency coefficients for the protons plotted 
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FIG. 41. Proton angular distributions:(a, b) before efficiency corrections, 
(c, d) after efficiency corrections. 
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FIG. 42. 7T+ meson angular distributions:(a, b) before efficiency corrections, 
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FIG. 43. 7r meson angular distributions:(a, b) before efficiency corrections, 
(c, d) after efficiency corrections. 
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4.5 Fiducial Cuts 
The fiducial cuts are applied to eliminate the detector bad regions, where 
the efficiency changes rapidly. Therefore we cut out regions of the detector 
where the efficiency is less than 40%. We also cut out dead scintillator 
paddles. Data from the following detectors were neglected: 













4.6 Par t i c le Ident i f icat ion 
To reconstruct 0 mesons for the analysis, we need to first reconstruct 
the neutral kaons Ks and KL- The Ks particle is identified through its 
7r+7r~ decay mode (~ 68.6% b.r.). The invariant mass of the TT+ plus ir~ is 
calculated as M{-K+i{-) = (P*++Pf)2. We required that M(7r+vr-) « MKs 
be within 0.49765 ± 0.008 GeV, which is approximately equal to 2cr of the 
Ks mass (Fig. 44). Because the mean lifetime of the KL mesons is about 
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5 .12x l0 - 8 s, these particles decay after passing the CLAS detector. For the 
analysis we reconstruct them from the missing mass of the jp —> pir+7r~X 
reaction. This missing mass, Mx, is required to be within 2er of the KL mass 
\MX - MKL\ < 0.015 GeV (Fig. 45). The missing mass of the jp -» pX 
system is calculated to select events coming from the decay of the 4> meson. 
Fig. 46 shows how the invariant mass distribution of the 7T+TT~ system 
in the jp —> pn+n~ reaction changes after we apply cuts to the mass of the 
missing KL in the jp —> ir+,K~pX reaction and to the mass of the missing 
4> meson in the jp —> pX reaction. One can see, that there is a very small 
background left after these cuts are applied. 
Fig. 47 shows how the mass distribution of the missing KL in the jp —> 
-K+7r~pX reaction changes after we apply cuts to the TT+7T~ invariant mass 
and to the mass of the missing 0 meson in the jp —> pX reaction. For these 
particles also the signal-background ratio significantly improves after these 
cuts are applied. 
Fig. 48 shows how the distribution of the missing mass of the jp —> 
-K+7r~pX reaction changes after 2cr cuts are applied to Ks and KL masses. 
Note the prominent peak corresponding to the 0 meson. 
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TABLE 5. Table of cuts applied for data selection. 
Cut 
Low momentum cuts 
Ks selection 
KL selection 
4> meson selection 
Efficiency cut 
TOF paddle cuts 
Fiducial cuts 
Timing cut 
Low acceptance cuts 
Description 
Pv+jW- > 0.1 GeV/c, Pp > 0.35 GeV/c 
M{-K+TT-) e 0.49765 ± 0.008 GeV 
Mx{lP -> pn+ir-X) e 0.49765 ± 0.015 GeV 
Mx\lP -» pX) e 1.02 ± 0.02 GeV 
^p,7r+;7r- > 4 0 % 
Table. 4 
Sec. 4.5 
\IAGtime ~ &Ttime\ < 2 ns 
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FIG. 44. The invariant mass of the 7r+7r~ system in jp —>• p7r+Tr~ reaction 
with a very broad cut on KL mass M{K£) = 0.49765 ± 0 . 1 GeV and a cut 
Mx{lP —> pX) < 1.07 GeV. The distribution was fit with Gaussian+first 
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FIG. 45. The missing mass of jp —>• pn+ir X reaction with a broad cut 
M(KS) = 0.49765 ± 0.035 GeV and a cut Mx{lP -+ pX) < 1.07 GeV. 
The distribution was fit with Gaussian + first order Polynomial function to 
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FIG. 46. Invariant mass of the TT+TT~ system from the jp —> pit+-K~ reaction: 
(a) with a cut on the mass of the missing KL from the -jp —» PTT+IT~X 
reaction \Mx — MKL\ < 0.1 GeV, (b) with a cut on the mass of the missing 
KL from the jp ->• pix+n-X reaction \MX - MKL\ < 0.015 GeV, (c) with 
the previous cut and an additional cut on the missing mass of jp —> pX 
\MX - M 0 | < 0.02 GeV. 
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FIG. 47. Missing mass of the jp —> P*K+IT~X reaction: (a) with a cut 
on the invariant mass of the TT+-K~ system in the 7p —> p-K+-K~ reaction 
\M(TT+7T~) — MKS\ < 0.035 GeV, (b) with a cut on the invariant mass of 
7T+7T" \M(TT+TT~) - MKs\ < 0.008 GeV, (c) with the previous cut and an 
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FIG. 48. The missing mass of the jp —> pX reaction: (a) with cuts on the 
invariant mass of 7r+7r~ |M(-7r+7r~) — MKs\ < 0.035 GeV and on the mass of 
the missing KL from the jp -> pn+,K~X reaction \MX — MKL\ < 0.1 GeV, 
(b) with a cut on the invariant mass of 7r+7r~ |M(7r+7r~) — MKs\ < 0.008 
GeV, (c) with the previous cut and an additional cut on the mass of the 
missing KL from the jp —>• pir+ir~X reaction \MX — MKL\ < 0.015 
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4.7 Background S u b t r a c t i o n 
Fig. 48 shows that even after the application of the mass cuts described 
above, there is still some background left. The background distribution is 
uneven around the 0(1020) peak and most of it is on the right side of the 
peak. This, and also the unknown shape of the 0 background makes the side-
band subtraction method less reliable for signal-background separation. For 
that reason, the background subtraction method is modified to event based 
weighting with the probability coefficient of the particular event to be a sig-
nal or background event. The probability coefficients are obtained by the fit 
of MM(p) mass distributions in narrow photon energy and cos #*m bins to a 
signal plus background fit function using the MINUIT minimization package 
to fit the parameters and the actual data distributions. As a signal function 
we take a relativistic Breit-Wigner function of the form 
S ( m , f i , , 0 - F ( S , , O j ^ ' 0
 r l M , (58) 
{m-p{E1,Q)2+ j[ 
where T is the width of the (j), pis the mean of the 0 mass distribution for 
the particular cos9fm and photon energy bin, Ct=cos9^m, E1 is the photon 
energy. 
Three different background functions were used for the fit: 
• f(m) = aJm2 — Am2K + b(m2 — Am2K),m > 2mjc 
• g(m) = a(m — 2m^) + b(m — 2rriK)2 
• h(m) = am3 + bm2 + cm + d 
where m is the 0 mass. The a, b, c and d coefficients in these functions are 
also functions of E1 and £. 
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The differences among the results using the different background fit func-
tions are used to estimate the systematic errors due to background subtrac-
tion. 
The weight factor for each event is obtained as a ratio 
w, = S;K,£ 7 ,C) ,5 9 ) 
Sl(ml, E1, C) + B.im,, E1, () 
where Sl(ml,E1X) and Bl{'^nE1,Ct) are the values of the signal and back-
ground functions, respectively, for the given z-th event mass m8, photon 
energy E1 and cos 9fm value. 
Figures 49-58 show the results of fits of MM(p) distributions in different 
photon energy and cos 9%m bins. The black histograms are unweighted data 
distributions. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted by 
the weight factor W. The blue histograms are the background distributions 
weighted by (1 — W). The fit quality is limited for the very backward angle 
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FIG. 49. Signal and background separation for 1.6 > E1 < 1.7 GeV and 
different cos#^„ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
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FIG. 50. Signal and background separation for 1.7 > E1 < 1.8 GeV and 
different cos#^m bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
by W. The blue histograms are the background distributions weighted by 
(l-W). 
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FIG. 51. Signal and background separation for 1.8 > E1 < 1.9 GeV and 
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FIG. 52. Signal and background separation for 1.9 > E7 < 2.0 GeV and 
different cosfl^ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
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FIG. 53. Signal and background separation for 2.0 > E1 < 2.1 GeV and 
different costf^ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
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FIG. 54. Signal and background separation for 2.1 > E7 < 2.2 GeV and 
different cos#^ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
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FIG. 55. Signal and background separation for 2.2 > E1 < 2.3 GeV and 
different cos#^ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
by W. The blue histograms are the background distributions weighted by 
(1-W). 
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FIG. 56. Signal and background separation for 2.3 > E1 < 2.4 GeV and 
different cos#*„ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
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FIG. 57. Signal and background separation for 2.4 > E7 < 2.5 GeV and 
different cos 9^ bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
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FIG. 58. Signal and background separation for 2.5 > E1 < 2.6 GeV and 
different cos9c\n bins. The black histograms are the unweighted distribu-
tions from data. The red histograms are the signal distributions weighted 
by W. The blue histograms are the background distributions weighted by 
(1-W). 
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4.8 Acceptance Correction and Normalization 
4.8.1 Monte Carlo Generator 
In the reaction jp —> p<j> —>• p7r+Ti~X, some of the particles hit the regions 
not covered by CLAS at all, and cannot be detected. Also the acceptance 
of the CLAS is not 100%. We need to correct the number of the measured 
events for those events that could not be detected. To obtain the accep-
tance corrections for jp —> p4> —¥ PTT+TT~X reaction, a 0 meson Monte Carlo 
generator was used along with the CLAS GSIM and RECSIS packages. 
In this analysis we use the 0 meson Monte-Carlo generator developed 
by G. Gavalian. The MC events are generated using the Titov and Lee 
theoretical model for photoproduction of 0 mesons [18] with no adjustable 
parameters, which well describes the existing data over 1.6 GeV< E1 <2.6 
GeV range of photon energies and t^ covered by this experiment. The Monte-
Carlo simulation of 0-meson production was used, with a subsequent decay 
chain: 0 —>• Ks + KL and Ks —> TT+TT~. The simulated final state of pw+ir" 
was then run through the GEANT Simulation program (GSIM) for the CLAS 
detector and was reconstructed with the CLAS standard reconstruction code 
(RECSIS) (see Section 4.8.2). 
The angular dependencies of phi decay were taken from the model based 
on pomeron exchange mechanism described in Titov [18]. The ^-dependence 
of phi-production was taken as an exponential decay with / ~
 e~0{t-tmin)^ 
with a constant slope of /3 = 3.4. 
After running the generated events (with flat energy dependence) through 
the GSIM and RECSIS, the yield as a function of photon energy was fitted, 
and the energy dependence was introduced in the simulation based on this 
fit, to describe the experimental yield of the phi-mesons as a function of 
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initial photon energy. 
In the final simulation the pomeron exchange inspired phi-meson decay 
amplitudes were used along with the empirical energy dependence for phi 
production. 
4.8.2 Accep tance 
To calculate the experimental acceptances for the reaction ^p —> pcf) —> 
p-K+,K~X, first events are uniformly generated in phase space with a Monte 
Carlo generator. Then generated events are processed through the GSIM 
package, which is based on GEANT and simulates the CLAS detector. The 
software models the particle propagation through the CLAS detector and 
simulates detection signals. In particular, GSIM simulates processes affecting 
the particles in the detector, including the energy losses of the particles in 
the detector, particle decays and multiple scattering. 
Finally, the RECSIS reconstruction program is used to analyze GSIM 
output, in the same manner that the raw experimental data are analyzed. 
We apply the same cuts to the MC and the experimental data to select the 
events. The CLAS Eloss package corrections are applied to the reconstructed 
momenta of the p, TT+ and ir~. However, the momentum corrections and beam 
energy corrections are not applied to the MC data. 
The acceptance is calculated as 
Reconstructed events(with corrections and cuts) 
Acceptance = — (60) 
Generated events 
for each bin in t — tm i n and in photon energy (see Fig. 59). 
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The acceptances are also calculated for each t — tmm, Ej and cos# bin to 
correct the 0 meson decay angular distributions. The acceptances for each 
bin in cos 9 and E1 are calculated for the Helicity frame (Fig. 60) and for the 
Gottfried-Jackson frame (Fig. 61). The acceptances for the azimuthal angle 
<E> distributions are plotted in Fig. 62 for the Helicity frame and in Fig. 63 
for the Gottfried-Jackson frame. 
Due to the detector resolution the bins can move from their original po-
sitions. This effect is called bin migration. To reduce the bin migration 
problems, the number of energy bins and t — tmin bins are chosen to be twice 
the number of bins used for data. For cosO distributions the number of 
energy bins is also taken two times grater than the number of bins for data, 
and the number of angle bins is the same as for data. For azimuthal angle <& 
distributions the number of energy bins and angle bins are the same for MC 
and data. 
4.8.3 M C - D a t a Comparison 
To check how well the 0 meson event generator, used for this analysis, 
describes the experimental data, we compare some kinematic variables and 
cross section distributions for simulation and data. 
Figures 64-68 show plots of simulation and data for the proton ^-vertex, 
the momenta of proton, 7r+, ix~, da/dt versus \t—tmin\ and da/dcos9cm versus 
cos 6cm distributions in different photon energy bins. Also da/dt distributions 
versus y/s in different cos 6cm bins fram data and MC are compared in Fig. 69. 
From all these plots we see that the overall agreement between the data and 
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FIG. 59. Calculated acceptances for different t — tmin bins and different 
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Fig. 67 shows that at low four momentum transfer, the Pomeron exchange 
mechanism is dominating, which is included in Titov and Lee theoretical 
model [18] used to generate the 0 events. At high t, the 0 meson photo-
production process is dominated by other mechanisms, such as intermediate 
resonance exchanges, therefore the MC simulation which includes Pomeron 
exchange mechanism alone is not sufficient to describe data at high t. 
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4.8.4 The Target Density 
To calculate the cross sections we must know the density of the liquid 
hydrogen target used in the experiment. The density is 
p = a{T2 + a2P + a3 (61) 
where T is the temperature, P is the pressure and the values of a\, a2 and 
a3 are given in Table 6. 
The average target density for all g l l a runs used in this analyses is ap-
proximately 0.0718 g/cm3, with variance a « 0.823 x 10~4 g/cm3. The 
relative fluctuations of the density are about 0.1%. 
TABLE 6. The parameter values used to calculate the liquid hydrogen 






-2.89 x 10~5 g/cm3K2 
1.0 x 10~7 g/cm3mbar 
8.249 x 10"2 g/cm3 
4.8.5 Normalization to the Flux 
The photon flux for the experiment is obtained using gflux package of 
CLAS [62]. The photon fluxes for each tagger T-counter and for each g l l a 
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run are obtained using the rates at which the electrons hit the given T -
counter in a fixed time interval. The number of electrons hitting the T-
counter is corrected for the detector live time. Then the T-counter flux is 
used to obtain the flux for different photon energy bins [63], [64]. In the g l l a 
experiment some dependence of normalized yield on the beam current was 
observed. The CLAS Collaboration Genova group derived a correction factor 
by fitting the dependence with a line. The correction factor at 65 nA was 
1.187. The CMU group suggested it might arise from the inaccurate estimate 
of DAQ dead time. Events associated with a beam trip are excluded from the 
analysis [65]. In Fig. 70 the photon flux is plotted as a function of photon 
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C H A P T E R 5 
PHYSICS RESULTS 
The purpose of this analysis is to measure the differential cross sections 
and spin observables of 0 meson photoproduction in the neutral decay mode 
7 + p —» p+Ks+KL. In this chapter the preliminary results of the analysis will 
be described and compared with previous results obtained for the charged-
mode decay of 0 meson 7 + p —> p + K+ + K~. 
5.1 Differential Cross Sections 
In this section we present preliminary results for the differential cross 
sections. The cross section is defined as the probability that the particular 
interaction will take place between particles. The differential cross section 
values are obtained for different four-momentum transfer t — tmm bins and 
for 0.1 GeV photon energy bins in the photon energy range 1.6-2.6 GeV. We 
calculate the differential cross section as shown: 
da ( A-target 
dt \-^\E1)ptargetL'targetAA 
y(E^-tim) X 
A(«* - tjviE,, i* - tm)£ BR(<f> -» KSKL) 
Here Ntarget, ptarget and Ltarget are the atomic weight, density and length 
of the target, respectively. NA is Avogadro's number and J-(E/) is the total 
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number of photons incident on the target in that photon energy bin. A(t^ — 
tmm) is the t^-tmin bin size, which was selected to be 0.08 GeV2. BR « 0.34 
is the branching ratio of 0 meson to decay to KSKL- y(Ey, tphl — t^n) is the 
number of counts in the given photon energy and t^ — tmm bin, that passed 
all cuts (see Table 5), after the background subtraction (see Section 4.7). 
r){E1, t^ — tmm) is the acceptance in the (E7, t^ — tmm) bin (see Section 4.8.2) 
and £ is the detector efficiency for that given bin (section 4.4). 
The uncertainties in results due to efficiency and acceptance cut are in-
cluded into the systematic errors (see Section 5.2). 
Fig. 71 shows the differential cross section da/dt as a function of \t — 
tmin\ f° r 1-6 < Ej < 2.6 GeV. At smaller four momentum transfers the 
cross section drops exponentially with \t — tmin\. This is expected from the 
dominant Pomeron exchange mechanism of 0 meson photoproduction in this 
regime. At larger values of t some local increase and drop in differential cross 
section is observed that distorts the exponential behavior. This might be due 
to N-N* exchange contributions in the cross section. We did not show the 
data for the first bin at the smallest t, because of uncertainties related to 
GSIM's description of this forward angle region of the detector. 
Fig. 72 presents the preliminary results for the differential cross section 
da/d cos 9cm plotted as a function of cos 9 cm, where 9cm is the polar angle 
of the 0 meson in the center-of-mass system of jp —> (f>p. The results are 
plotted for 0.1 GeV photon energy bins. 
Fig. 73 and 74 show the y/s dependence of the differential cross section 
da/dt in different c o s ^ m bins. First, da/dt is measured at different photon 
energies E1 (for 0.05 GeV wide bins of E/j, then the result is plotted as a 
function of y/s, with s = M2 + 2MPE1 (Mp is the proton mass). The cross 
sections are calculated using the following relation: 
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da _ 1 / 1 \ / da \ 
^~2\E1\-f4l\)cm\dcos9'L) ( } 
Fitting the \t — tmm\ dependence of the differential cross section da/dt 
with an exponential function of the form yle_/3't_*m'nl, the differential cross 
section at t — tmm is obtained, which effectively is a total cross section 
(Fig. 75(a)). Fig. 75(b) shows the (3 slopes for the different photon energy 
bins. The differential cross section still has some local structure at about 
1.8-2.3 GeV as the one observed in charged-mode decay. The slope also has 
some local enhancement in the energy range of 1.6-2.3 GeV. These results 
strongly depend on the \t — tmm\ region used to fit the cross section. The first 
1^  ~~ tmm\ bin is not included in fit, as at low \t — tmm\ range the acceptance 
uncertainty does not allow for good reconstruction and these points are not 
reliable. The higher t regions, where the cross sections increase and deviate 
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5.2 Systematic Uncertainties 
In every analysis some systematic errors exist due to cuts, corrections, 
calibration algorithms, etc. This section describes which systematic errors 
are included and how they are estimated for the current analysis. Table 7 
shows the list of the systematic uncertainties. The detailed description of 
how some of these errors are calculated is described below. 
TABLE 7. Summary of systematic errors. 
Uncertainty source 
Background Subtraction 
Particle Detection Efficiency Cut 
Acceptance Error 
Acceptance Cut 




Photon Transmission Efficiency 























5.2.1 Systematic errors due to the background fit 
The background of the 0 meson distribution is estimated from the fit 
of the mass distributions in different energy and cos 9cm bins with the Sig-
nal+Background function. The procedure is described in detail in section 
4.7. To calculate the systematic errors due to the differences among the re-
sults from the different background functions, the background is estimated 
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using three different functions: f(x) = aJx2 — Am2K+b(x2 — Am2K),x > 2mK, 
g(x) = a(x — 2mK) + b(x — 2T71K)2 and a third order polynomial function [66]. 
Using each background function the cross section distributions are mea-
sured and the standard deviations are calculated for these distributions to 
obtain the systematic errors in different kinematic bins. Tables A.1-A.7 show 
the obtained relative errors (in %) due to the background subtraction method 
for each bin of the measured cross section distributions. 
5.2.2 Systematic errors due to the particle detection efficiency cut 
To eliminate bad regions of the detector with many dead wires, a cut 
is applied on the detection efficiencies of the particles both for the accep-
tance calculation and for the actual data (see Section 4.5). The systematic 
uncertainty from this cut is calculated, measuring cross sections with three 
different efficiency cuts: 30%, 35% and 40%. The systematic error is calcu-
lated bin-by-bin for each distribution of the cross section as the standard 
deviation of the three cross sections. The relative uncertainties are shown in 
Tables A.8-A.14. 
5.2.3 Systematic errors due to the detector acceptance cut 
The cross section results are obtained using events for which the detec-
tor acceptance is greater than 10% of the maximal value. The systematic 
uncertainty from this cut is calculated, measuring cross sections with three 
different acceptance cuts: 5%, 10% and 15%. The systematic error is cal-
culated bin-by-bin for each distribution of the cross section as the standard 
deviation of the three cross sections. Table A.22 shows that for the first bin 
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of low \t — tmm\ values the variation in the differential cross section da/dt val-
ues is very large (greater than 50%). For other \t — tmm\ bins the uncertainty 
due to this cut is 0%. 
5.2.4 Acceptance correction errors 
When the acceptance is calculated for every bin, the accepted events 
have a binomial distribution in a bin, because every trial is either a success 
or failure and there is a precise probability for success, p [67]. 
For a finite number of trial events N, the error of the acceptance is ob-
tained as 
0~Ac \ N -1 (63) 
where R is the number of accepted events. 
The relative acceptance error is equal to the acceptance error divided by 
the acceptance R/N and can be obtained as 
&Acc — 
(1--) 
V—NL (64) \§(N~l) 
Tables A.15-A.21 show the relative acceptance errors for all bins of the 
measured cross section distributions. 
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5.3 Comparison With Previous World Data 
Previous world measurements for 0 meson photoproduction cross sections 
are only for the charged-mode decay and no data exist for the neutral mode. 
For the charged-mode decay the existing data are very limited. The LEPS [2] 
and SAPHIR [1] collaborations have measured the 0 cross section da/dt as a 
function of \t — tmin\ in a smaller E1 energy range and for the forward-angle 
region. CLAS 2000 results obtained by Anciant et at are for E1 = 3.6 GeV 
in 0.3 GeV energy bins and also include high t range [7]. 
The 0 cross section da/dt at t = tmin for the charge-mode is measured 
over a wide photon energy range (up to about 6.5 GeV), though at high 
energies the data have large uncertainties. 
Figures 76 and 77 compare the present CLAS results to the SAPHIR [1] 
and LEPS [2] results, respectively. In these histograms the differential cross 
sections da/dt vs. \t — tmin\ are compared for different photon energy bins. 
The energy bins of the CLAS results are selected to be close to the bin 
centers of SAPHIR and LEPS data. Within the error limits, there is a good 
agreement between three measurements. 
Fig. 78 shows the comparison of CLAS neutral mode results of differential 
cross section values at tmin to charged mode world data for different photon 
energies. All the results for the 1.6-2.6 GeV photon energy range show a 
local enhancement around E^ ~ 2 GeV for the cross section at tmin- The 
bump in the KSKL decay channel is bigger than that for the K+K~ decay, 
measured by SAPHIR, and is closer to LEPS results. 
The slopes of da/dt vs \t — tmin\ dependencies are higher for the CLAS 
neutral mode than SAPHIR 2003 charged mode results (see Fig. 79). 
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FIG. 76. Comparison of the current CLAS(2011) neutral mode and the 
SAPHIR [1] charged mode results for the da/dt versus \t — tmin\ dependence. 
The neutral mode data are plotted in filled red circles and the SAPHIR 
data for the charged mode are the downward filled green triangles. The 
binning information of the two analysis is included on each pad. For the 
comparison, we plot the current analysis results in energy bins that are 
within the SAPHIR bin limits for each histogram. The error bars for both 
results include the statistical uncertainties only. 
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FIG. 77. Comparison of the current CLAS(2011) neutral mode and the 
LEPS [2] charged mode results for the da/dt versus \t — tmin\ dependence. 
The neutral mode data are plotted in filled red circles and the LEPS data 
for the charged mode are the upward open blue triangles. Both the LEPS 
and the CLAS cross sections are measured with 0.1 GeV wide photon energy 
bins. The central values of each E1 bin are printed for LEPS and CLAS 
results, respectively. For the comparison, energy bins of the current results 
are selected to match the LEPS binning central values. The error bars for 
both results include the statistical uncertainties only. 
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FIG. 78. da/dt at £ = imi„ is plotted versus photon energy. The filled red 
circles are the current CLAS(2011) data in neutral mode. For the charged 
decay mode, the black asterisks are the SLAC [4] data, the black stars are 
the BONN [5] data, the open cyan squares are the DESY [6] data, the 
magenta stars are the DARESBURY [3] data, the downward filled green 
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FIG. 79. Comparison of the P slope of the t dependence for the cur-
rent CLAS(2011) neutral mode results and the previous world data for the 
charged decay mode. The filled red circles are the results of this analysis 
for neutral decay mode. For the charged decay mode, the cyan asterisk is 
SLAC [4] measurement, the black star is the BONN [5] result, the open ma-
genta square is the DARESBURY [3] result and the downward filled green 
triangles are the SAPHIR [1] data. 
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5.4 Angular Distribution Functions and 
Spin Observables 
For unpolarized beam the 0 —>• KsKL decay angular distribution in 
the rest frame of the 0 meson is described as a function of polar(6) and 
azimuthal($) angles by equation (17) 
W°(cosQ,^) = J ^ ( l - ^ o ) + ^ o - l ) c o s 2 0 
-y/28tp% sin 26 cos $ - p°_x sin2 9 cos 2$) 
Below we present the decay angular distribution of the 0 meson in polar 
and azimuthal angles and the spin-density matrix element p° measured for 
the neutral decay mode of 0 in two frames: Helicity and Gottfried-Jackson 
(see Section 2.2). 
Fig. 80 shows the decay angular distribution of 0 as a function of polar 
angle O in the Helicity frame for 0.1 GeV wide photon energy bins. The 
decay has a quadratic dependence on cos O at lower photon energies and is 
somewhat forward peaked at higher photon energies. 
Fig. 81 shows the decay angular distribution of 0 as a function of polar 
angle © in the Gottfried-Jackson frame with a cut —0.2 < t + \t\min. The 
current analysis distribution is much different from the LEPS result in the 
two bins. The cos2 O dependence of the decay distribution at lower ener-
gies becomes more forward peaked as the energy increases. This might be 
due to the possible interference of S and P waves or to signal-background 
interference. 
Figures 82 and 83 show the 0 meson decay distributions in azimuthal 
angle $ in the Helicity and GJ frames. In both cases \t — tmm\ > 0.2 cut is 
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applied. The distributions are measured for 0.2 GeV wide energy bins. The 
distributions measured by LEPS and the current analysis result differ for this 
energy interval. 
The spin-density matrix element components p®0 and p\_x were measured 
for different photon energies from the fits of polar and azimuthal angle depen-
dence parts of decay distributions. For Helicity frame p®0 was obtained fitting 
the data in Fig. 80 distributions with the function a [1 — b + (36 — l)x2] and 
/?!_! was extracted fitting the decay distributions in azimuthal angle (Fig. 82) 
with function a( l — 2bcos2x) (see Fig. 84). To be able to extract the p®0 
in GJ frame we had to modify the fit function for the Helicity frame adding 
a linear term: a [1 — b + (3b — l)x2 + ex]. The p^_1 component in GJ frame 
was measured fitting Fig. 83 distributions with the same function as for the 
Helicity frame. Figure 85 shows this analysis results for p®0 and pj- i a s 
functions of photon beam energy E7 in GJ frame. In both frames the PQ0 
components are much greater than the p\_x components, which is expected 
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FIG. 80. The decay distribution of the 0 meson as a function of polar angle 
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FIG. 81. The decay distribution of the 0 meson as a function of polar angle 
© in Gottfried-Jackson frame for the neutral decay mode of the 0(1020). 
LEPS(2005) results (green squares) are plotted with the current analysis 
results (blue circles) in two energy bins for comparison. 
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FIG. 83. The decay distribution of 0 meson as a function of azimuthal 
angle $ in Gottfried-Jackson frame for the neutral decay mode of 0(1020). 
The $ angle is converted to radians and the x axis has 12 bins in (0-6.3) 
interval. LEPS(2005) results (green squares) are plotted with the current 
analysis results (blue circles) in two energy bins for comparison. 
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FIG. 84. Spin-density matrix element components pg0 (blue squares) and 
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The charged-mode decay of 0(1020) has been studied before. The results 
show some local enhancement in the differential cross section at E1 ~ 2 
GeV. In this decay mode there is a coexisting resonance A(1520) which can 
be simultaneously produced with the 0 meson. The phase spaces of 0 and 
A overlap in the same photon energy range where the local structure in the 
differential cross sections was observed. The two coexisting resonances can 
interfere. This could cause the observed behavior of the cross section. One 
way to check this is to measure the 0 production cross section by cutting out 
events that could be from the A(1520). Another check could be performed 
by studying the neutral decay mode of 0, where there is no known strong 
coexisting resonance. 
We measured the first 0(1020) meson photoproduction cross sections in 
its neutral decay mode jp —> 0p —> pKsKi using the data set of CLAS g l l a 
experiment. We present differential cross sections versus different variables. 
In particular, we show the analysis for the 0 decay angular distributions 
and spin-density matrix elements p®0 and p\_1 in the helicity and Gottfried-
Jackson frames. In this mode the differential cross section da/dt measured 
at t = tmin still shows a local enhancement as in the charged-mode. The size 
of the cross section peak is similar to the one observed by the LEPS collab-
oration for the charged decay mode and is higher than the SAPHIR(2003) 
results. The slope of the t distribution is higher for the neutral mode in the 
energy range 1.6-2.3 GeV (Fig. 75). 
The observation of the enhancement at E1 =2 GeV in the differential 
cross section of 0 photoproduction in both decay modes could be caused by 
interference with simultaneous production of other resonance states leading 
to the same final state, and/or there might be also some other processes that 
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influence the 0 photoproduction cross section. Understanding the reason for 
the observed effect requires further studies. 
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A P P E N D I X A 
SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES 
TABLE A.l. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for da/dt vs. \t — tmin\ distributions in different photon energy and 
j X Xrnln\ OinS. 
\t - tmm\ \ E1 (GeV) 1.65 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
0.0200 3.3949 3.3072 3.1698 
0.0600 2.7474 3.8704 3.7901 3.6475 3.9490 
0.1000 3.1243 3.6673 3.4967 3.3430 3.4250 
0.1400 3.7136 3.9968 3.3437 3.2922 3.3774 
0.1800 4.0389 3.7227 3.3612 3.3454 3.5211 
0.2200 4.0749 4.1777 3.3691 3.3008 3.7385 
0.2600 4.6506 4.1383 3.9696 3.3276 3.5873 
0.3000 5.4797 4.5722 3.7266 3.8976 3.5786 
0.3400 5.5578 4.7270 4.0911 3.6868 3.8412 
0.3800 6.7256 4.3340 4.0458 3.8168 3.9241 
0.4200 7.7408 4.4846 4.4569 3.8042 3.4778 
0.4600 10.5742 5.1422 4.4498 3.9731 3.8890 
0.5000 8.8579 5.1705 4.6957 3.9910 3.9005 
0.5400 10.9361 5.5592 4.3239 4.2146 4.1165 
0.5800 12.7034 5.7004 4.8623 4.1217 4.1872 
0.6200 18.0231 6.7727 4.6031 4.4272 4.1632 
0.6600 28.2395 7.4423 4.8272 4.1202 4.3836 
0.7000 8.6771 4.8237 4.3836 4.2750 
0.7400 10.1197 4.9880 4.5404 4.9495 
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TABLE A.l (Continued) 





12.4491 5.3743 4.5992 4.8265 
9.7314 5.6102 4.9050 4.4747 
5.3902 4.4482 4.7822 
4.5828 























3.7528 3.6475 3.8339 4.2023 4.6021 
3.6538 3.0916 4.5027 4.0476 3.7104 
3.5733 3.6697 4.2057 4.0559 4.2194 
3.4078 3.6631 3.9249 3.8892 4.1895 
3.9480 4.2191 3.4755 4.3639 4.0833 
3.6355 3.7057 4.0417 4.3788 4.2376 
3.2428 3.8299 3.8174 3.8829 4.6173 
3.5001 4.0000 4.2212 3.9941 4.6672 
3.7204 4.0321 3.9403 4.4613 4.9739 
3.7697 3.9336 4.1728 4.7903 5.1690 
4.4308 3.9337 4.7472 4.7968 4.8371 
4.2129 4.4223 4.3009 4.8328 4.5884 
3.7767 4.0164 4.5553 5.1933 5.3516 
4.3827 4.6001 4.7391 5.4544 5.8032 
4.5109 4.6246 4.7816 5.1596 5.7115 
4.2600 4.7959 5.4308 5.5266 6.3337 
4.6955 4.8561 5.2429 5.5379 6.6759 
4.9774 4.8947 5.7037 5.5877 6.5285 
4.6139 5.4750 5.6979 6.3892 7.4180 
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TABLE A.l (Continued) 
\t - tmin\ \ E1 (GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.8600 4.6246 5.1005 5.6052 6.3147 7.9226 
0.9000 4.9374 5.4107 5.9825 6.6963 8.2256 
0.9400 5.3146 6.2500 7.5343 9.3495 
TABLE A.2. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for da/dcos9cm vs. cos9cm distributions in different photon energy 
and cos0Cm bins. 
cos9cm \ £7(GeV) 1.65 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
-0.8000 35.2634 24.1267 
-0.7000 26.1488 15.8155 
-0.6000 15.8841 10.8090 9.6601 
-0.5000 9.7361 8.6233 8.1336 
-0.4000 7.4111 6.7918 6.7921 
-0.3000 5.5446 5.4203 7.9939 8.1379 
-0.2000 5.4550 4.5297 4.7387 6.6393 
-0.1000 4.7699 4.7061 4.0445 4.5076 5.3597 
0.0000 4.5869 4.2385 4.0354 3.8796 4.5496 
0.1000 4.5668 4.0064 4.1615 3.7901 4.1058 
0.2000 3.7578 4.3371 3.9729 3.7451 3.7407 
0.3000 3.3716 3.9921 3.9499 3.6729 3.7714 
0.4000 3.6747 3.9030 3.7150 3.5538 3.5707 
0.5000 3.2893 3.8438 3.4781 3.3520 3.3973 
0.6000 3.4513 3.5981 3.3858 3.3409 3.4583 
TABLE A.2 (Continued) 
















1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
3.4814 3.2099 3.0900 3.2236 
3.6481 3.1599 3.0962 3.1675 
3.9864 3.5860 3.4730 3.3674 
4.4469 4.3589 5.2997 


































TABLE A.3. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for da/dt vs. y/s distributions in different y/s and cos9cm bins. 
y/s \ cos9cm -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 
1.6250 10.1192 6.7992 5.5384 5.7837 4.4805 
1.6750 9.5006 7.5796 5.5851 4.9562 4.6824 
1.7250 8.7684 6.9148 5.1858 4.6381 4.7285 
1.7750 8.6971 6.8355 5.7199 4.0782 4.4467 
1.8250 8.2767 6.9587 7.3151 4.1798 4.1077 
1.8750 6.7516 8.6264 5.1138 3.6389 
1.9250 7.9502 5.8275 3.8018 
1.9750 7.2926 4.9346 
2.0250 4.7338 
2.0750 6.1513 
y/s \ cos9cm -0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
1.6250 4.4773 3.9934 3.2548 2.9893 3.1291 
1.6750 4.4817 4.9734 3.9083 3.5062 3.9654 
1.7250 4.1577 3.6580 4.8337 4.1018 3.6860 
1.7750 4.0734 4.1749 3.8071 3.7404 4.0001 
1.8250 3.9405 4.1575 3.7520 3.9230 3.6921 
1.8750 3.8099 3.9014 3.9253 3.7357 3.5178 
1.9250 3.6555 3.7803 3.5993 3.6549 3.3278 
1.9750 3.7029 3.4251 3.5748 3.3778 3.5335 
2.0250 4.1192 3.8519 3.5254 3.5889 3.4070 
2.0750 4.5474 3.9420 3.5871 3.6271 3.4340 
2.1250 4.3525 3.8961 3.6287 3.5479 3.4432 
2.1750 5.2673 4.2939 4.1631 3.7801 3.5427 
2.2250 4.7252 4.3896 3.9995 3.8321 
TABLE A.3 (Continued) 
















































































































































TABLE A.3 (Continued) 
y/s \ cos9cm 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
2.4750 4.9413 4.4283 3.6923 3.5899 3.7112 
2.5250 5.3163 4.4818 4.2772 3.5786 3.6857 
2.5750 5.8321 4.6745 4.6691 3.9268 3.7179 
2.6250 6.5061 5.8270 4.7744 3.8729 3.7556 
TABLE A.4. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for 0 decay angular distributions vs. cos29 in different photon energy 
and cos29 bins in Helicity frame. 
cos9H \ £7(GeV) 1.65 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
-0.9500 0.5182 0.1369 0.2260 0.8101 0.7348 
-0.8500 0.3028 0.2315 0.4538 0.0921 0.6008 
-0.7500 0.0655 0.2018 0.3462 0.1428 0.2096 
-0.6500 0.2672 0.1320 0.1222 0.1811 0.2709 
-0.5500 0.3783 0.0697 0.3389 0.0527 0.5110 
-0.4500 0.4507 0.4893 0.1443 0.2923 0.1726 
-0.3500 0.6972 0.3606 0.3598 0.1059 0.8790 
-0.2500 0.4445 0.1943 0.2873 0.2212 0.1160 
-0.1500 0.1166 0.2793 0.2242 0.2494 0.3191 
-0.0500 0.1883 0.4107 0.2811 0.1520 0.4207 
TABLE A.4 (Continued) 



































































































































































TABLE A.4 (Continued) 
cos9H \ £7(GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.5500 0.3948 0.8056 1.1070 0.7398 0.7356 
0.6500 0.6661 0.1110 1.0031 1.2171 1.0541 
0.7500 0.5967 0.8388 1.2604 1.5556 1.4901 
0.8500 0.3287 0.5424 0.8497 0.8819 3.1189 
0.9500 1.3875 0.6379 2.3005 1.5650 2.5627 
TABLE A.5. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for 0 decay angular distributions vs. cos29 in different photon energy 
and cos29 bins in Gottfried-Jackson frame. 
cos9GJ \ £7(GeV) 1.65 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
-0.9500 0.4868 0.4420 0.4376 0.1942 0.1979 
-0.8500 0.2044 0.3656 0.5753 0.2654 0.2637 
-0.7500 0.4886 0.4388 0.2895 0.4690 0.2732 
-0.6500 0.3241 0.3089 0.4190 0.2685 0.5749 
-0.5500 0.4478 0.3107 0.5309 0.5482 0.1662 
-0.4500 0.6061 0.2358 0.3865 0.1102 0.2492 
-0.3500 0.7511 0.2623 0.5085 0.0316 0.3968 
-0.2500 0.8405 0.5485 0.3465 0.2368 0.3739 
-0.1500 0.4781 0.4515 0.2774 0.4948 0.3361 
-0.0500 1.2343 0.5080 0.2281 0.2799 0.1765 
0.0500 0.6321 0.6541 0.1921 1.0605 0.2025 
0.1500 0.3968 0.1790 0.2986 0.3897 0.5797 
0.2500 0.9575 0.5472 0.6978 0.3203 0.2330 
0.3500 0.4490 0.6657 0.0783 0.1033 0.2296 
TABLE A.5 (Continued) 



































































































































































TABLE A.5 (Continued) 










TABLE A.6. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for 0 decay angular distributions vs. azimuthal angle $ in different 
photon energy and <& bins in Helicity frame. 
$ # \ £7(GeV) 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 
0.2625 0.1336 0.1920 0.0219 0.2012 0.9096 
0.7875 0.2565 0.0764 0.2513 0.2527 0.1377 
1.3125 0.1410 0.0325 0.1752 0.5490 0.4965 
1.8375 0.2049 0.0642 0.5117 0.9725 0.5539 
2.3625 0.1857 0.2385 0.1194 0.2832 0.9945 
2.8875 0.4934 0.1286 0.2273 1.3863 0.3067 
3.4125 0.1915 0.1830 0.2869 1.0345 0.9680 
3.9375 0.0587 0.2489 0.1203 0.2677 0.6841 
4.4625 0.1900 0.3118 0.0426 0.1424 0.2408 
4.9875 0.1586 0.3464 0.1571 0.9150 1.1450 
5.5125 0.2333 0.0793 0.2592 0.5201 0.3509 
6.0375 0.2132 0.0872 0.3068 0.2443 0.3301 
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TABLE A.7. Table of systematic errors due to background subtraction 
method for 0 decay angular distributions vs. azimuthal angle $ in different 
photon energy and <& bins in Gottfried-Jackson frame. 















































































TABLE A.8. Table of systematic 
cut for da/dt vs. \t — tmin\ disti 
|C "min | OinS. 









































due to particle detection efficiency 
is in different photon energy and 
1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
4.6978 3.8286 
6.0728 5.4208 4.9182 4.2976 
4.0884 3.7767 3.7988 5.0336 
4.7606 4.8742 2.8483 4.3296 
4.4686 4.1723 3.1625 4.4384 
3.0036 3.6366 5.0731 2.2908 
3.5039 4.3228 2.9131 3.9869 
4.2553 3.6161 2.6066 4.0146 
5.6049 5.2544 3.7421 3.4985 
5.2974 2.7846 4.2168 3.7687 
3.3958 3.9624 4.9597 2.9222 
3.4130 5.0760 2.5574 4.3441 
4.3183 7.5772 2.6689 3.0870 
6.4767 4.3570 1.2839 2.8839 
4.0004 3.2674 3.2715 6.1234 
6.3007 2.5658 3.7305 2.4666 
5.1785 2.9524 1.5277 4.7258 
2.8571 3.3592 2.9773 5.3325 
6.9141 4.9591 5.0921 2.5299 
5.6734 3.2337 4.8946 6.8748 
3.8581 3.1367 4.1576 2.5485 
3.3536 3.8356 0.7500 
0.5243 
















































2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
4.4044 4.5025 4.6645 5.3520 
3.4604 6.1536 6.5229 4.3626 
2.7088 5.4822 3.5809 6.7451 
3.7071 4.4878 3.8403 6.6545 
5.1306 7.0362 2.1603 5.1050 
2.6304 5.2979 3.0784 3.1504 
4.3232 4.9297 2.8490 1.6478 
4.2583 7.4399 7.6018 3.1045 
4.4709 3.2297 3.7541 0.7546 
5.2797 5.8258 2.4281 3.9167 
2.5824 7.2650 1.5458 5.8833 
1.6025 5.5045 4.2182 6.5080 
2.0901 4.1813 4.9926 3.0931 
4.0575 1.7996 2.8614 7.4820 
2.0539 3.3272 8.4000 7.5591 
2.1603 3.3629 2.4253 6.2276 
1.1364 2.4506 2.7283 3.1880 
2.3955 2.5314 7.8299 8.8891 
0.8265 1.8126 2.4667 1.3047 
2.2186 0.0000 1.7995 3.6912 
2.3438 6.6983 3.7712 2.5903 
1.7892 6.0313 7.2285 3.1846 
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TABLE A.9. Table of systematic errors due to particle detection efficiency 
cut for da/dcos9cm vs. cos9cm distributions in different photon energy and 
cos9rm. bins. 
































































































































TABLE A.9 (Continued) 
cos9cm \ £7(GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.4000 4.0152 2.7895 1.3110 7.0329 1.8332 
0.5000 3.0390 2.8033 2.5012 2.9700 1.4903 
0.6000 4.2422 4.0887 2.6775 1.2769 3.5725 
0.7000 2.0623 2.6844 2.4910 2.6015 2.3586 
0.8000 2.5517 1.2346 2.6416 1.7765 1.3475 
0.9000 3.2968 2.0089 1.4852 3.1824 7.9500 
TABLE A. 10. Table of systematic errors due to particle detection efficiency 
cut for da/dt vs. y/s distributions in different y/s and cos9cm bins. 












































































TABLE A. 10 (Continued) 















































































































































TABLE A. 10 (Continued) 


























































































TABLE A. 11. Table of systematic errors due to particle detection efficiency 
cut for 0 decay angular distributions vs. cos29 in different photon energy 





































TABLE A. 11 (Continued) 



































































































































































TABLE A. 11 (Continued) 
cos9H \ £7(GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.0500 1.2485 1.6103 1.0898 0.5783 0.7059 
0.1500 1.9367 1.5424 0.6684 1.3507 2.5302 
0.2500 0.6316 1.9754 1.3556 1.7767 1.0135 
0.3500 2.8738 2.7458 0.9521 3.6757 0.9541 
0.4500 0.4918 1.5668 1.1848 2.5409 1.4067 
0.5500 0.5127 1.4212 1.9355 2.6872 0.9253 
0.6500 1.9673 0.6228 3.9554 1.1729 1.6739 
0.7500 1.3180 3.2765 1.8107 1.6921 4.3183 
0.8500 3.6001 3.2898 1.2097 1.4956 2.6093 
0.9500 3.5118 3.1123 0.4620 1.9228 2.2746 
TABLE A. 12. Table of systematic errors due to particle detection efficiency 
cut for 0 decay angular distributions vs. cos29 in different photon energy 
and cos29 bins in Gottfried-Jackson frame. 
cos9GJ \ £7(GeV) 1.65 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
-0.9500 1.8885 2.1020 1.3145 1.5189 0.8045 
-0.8500 0.8730 1.6826 1.0862 2.2190 0.6012 
-0.7500 4.8355 2.7083 2.2937 0.5925 2.3395 
-0.6500 3.8738 1.4230 1.7351 0.6727 0.4690 
-0.5500 4.5114 2.5322 1.2130 1.3071 2.3889 
-0.4500 2.8975 1.3951 1.8847 2.0230 0.5252 
-0.3500 2.0041 1.6045 1.3969 1.1097 0.2977 
-0.2500 0.9345 1.7307 2.0821 2.2983 1.3941 
-0.1500 5.6156 2.5996 0.5967 0.8807 0.8204 
TABLE A. 12 (Continued) 



































































































































































TABLE A. 12 (Continued) 
cos9GJ \ £7(GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.4500 1.3088 4.1046 0.7035 2.6416 3.8056 
0.5500 4.1272 9.9707 1.9480 4.0677 2.4278 
0.6500 3.1437 2.7821 1.0773 2.6843 3.6698 
0.7500 1.0405 3.5343 2.0837 2.3472 2.6256 
0.8500 0.9485 2.3792 3.8885 6.7643 3.4514 
0.9500 1.6546 2.8214 2.5666 2.9938 2.3082 
TABLE A. 13. Table of systematic errors due to particle detection efficiency 
cut for 0 decay angular distributions vs. azimuthal angle $ in different 
photon energy and <& bins in Helicity frame. 
$ H \ £7(GeV) 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 
0.2625 0.6012 1.0751 0.0446 0.4402 0.3558 
0.7875 1.1227 0.9324 0.4797 0.0681 0.7708 
1.3125 1.7643 0.4387 0.5784 1.7499 1.4521 
1.8375 1.5311 0.7096 0.7461 0.6604 2.3235 
2.3625 0.4550 0.2639 1.1933 0.7184 0.5168 
2.8875 0.2026 0.7347 2.0334 0.3496 3.3384 
3.4125 2.4499 0.5626 0.6880 0.6464 1.1918 
3.9375 0.7466 1.1574 0.9216 1.1110 0.3515 
4.4625 2.0635 1.1782 0.8286 0.9434 2.0654 
4.9875 0.8318 1.1963 1.3166 0.3298 0.6440 
5.5125 0.5886 1.1870 1.4147 0.6680 1.0295 
6.0375 0.9363 0.6277 0.8813 0.7643 2.4291 
167 
TABLE A. 14. Table of systematic errors due to particle detection efficiency 
cut for 0 decay angular distributions vs. azimuthal angle <3> in different 
photon energy and $ bins in Gottfried-Jackson frame. 















































































TABLE A.15. Table of acceptance errors for da/dt vs. \t — tmin\ distributions 
in different photon energy and \t — tmin\ bins. 


































































































































TABLE A. 15 (Continued) 
\t - tminl \ #7(GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.0200 19.2430 35.3550 
0.0600 3.4570 4.3700 5.2140 6.3710 8.1350 
0.1000 2.2460 2.5100 2.8900 3.2180 3.5840 
0.1400 1.9180 2.1180 2.3920 2.6090 2.7520 
0.1800 1.8780 2.0430 2.2400 2.3290 2.4820 
0.2200 1.8770 1.9400 2.1870 2.3610 2.4110 
0.2600 1.8810 1.9850 2.2020 2.3460 2.3630 
0.3000 1.9570 2.1000 2.2600 2.3500 2.4470 
0.3400 2.0420 2.1380 2.2680 2.4580 2.4610 
0.3800 2.1390 2.1610 2.4150 2.5780 2.6140 
0.4200 2.2190 2.3020 2.4470 2.6390 2.7300 
0.4600 2.3370 2.3630 2.5840 2.7260 2.9370 
0.5000 2.5100 2.4890 2.7430 2.9740 3.0700 
0.5400 2.6940 2.6850 2.8640 3.0060 3.2490 
0.5800 2.8640 2.9010 2.9730 3.1700 3.4650 
0.6200 3.1110 3.1160 3.1360 3.4050 3.6740 
0.6600 3.2750 3.2710 3.3480 3.5140 3.8280 
0.7000 3.5560 3.6100 3.5120 3.7530 4.1070 
0.7400 3.7010 3.8140 4.0410 3.9000 4.3850 
0.7800 3.9630 4.1090 4.3330 4.3320 4.5070 
0.8200 4.3660 4.3300 4.6200 4.6800 4.6660 
0.8600 5.0360 4.8300 5.2010 5.0870 4.9840 
0.9000 6.8070 6.1150 5.8260 5.8940 5.5600 
0.9400 10.6330 9.1110 8.6220 
170 
TABLE A. 16. Table of acceptance errors for da/dcos9cm vs. cos9cm distri-
butions in different photon energy and cos9cm bins. 






























































































































-0.8000 37.7740 15.3030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.7000 9.8110 7.8180 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.6000 6.9920 4.9930 69.3890 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.5000 5.3610 4.0700 11.1130 0.0000 0.0000 
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TABLE A. 16 (Continued) 
































































































TABLE A. 17. Table of acceptance errors for da/dt vs. y/s distributions in 
different y/s and cos9cm bins. 
y/s \ cos9cm "0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 
1.9250 15.6080 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1.9750 5.6260 18.8890 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2.0250 4.4420 5.1730 11.2260 0.0000 0.0000 
2.0750 4.0200 4.1930 4.6470 7.0950 26.4830 
2.1250 3.5570 3.9030 3.8490 4.1010 5.1740 
TABLE A. 17 (Continued) 
















































































































































2.2250 7.5360 14.7620 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2.2750 3.7480 3.9990 4.8470 5.4860 7.9400 
2.3250 2.9390 3.0760 3.3120 3.3740 3.6200 
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TABLE A. 17 (Continued) 










































TABLE A. 18. Table of acceptance errors for 0 decay angular distributions 
vs. cos29 in different photon energy and cos29 bins in Helicity frame. 
cos9H \ £7(GeV) 1.65 1.75 1.85 1.95 2.05 
-0.9500 3.2880 2.1480 2.0120 2.0940 2.2550 
-0.8500 3.6350 2.2720 2.0780 2.1750 2.2640 
-0.7500 3.7090 2.3310 2.1480 2.1910 2.2760 
-0.6500 3.7820 2.3650 2.1900 2.2040 2.2770 
-0.5500 4.0370 2.4140 2.1980 2.2420 2.2680 
-0.4500 4.1030 2.4120 2.2850 2.2520 2.2030 
-0.3500 4.1250 2.5560 2.2560 2.2870 2.2730 
-0.2500 4.2440 2.4870 2.3450 2.2450 2.2760 
-0.1500 4.4510 2.5010 2.2650 2.2400 2.3270 
-0.0500 4.3870 2.6120 2.3060 2.2620 2.3110 
0.0500 4.2810 2.6310 2.3270 2.2790 2.2850 
0.1500 4.3870 2.5990 2.3390 2.2750 2.3340 
0.2500 4.3780 2.6440 2.3300 2.3310 2.3340 
0.3500 4.3680 2.7130 2.3970 2.3970 2.3720 
TABLE A. 18 (Continued) 



































































































































































TABLE A. 18 (Continued) 
cos9H \ £7(GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.9500 2.8520 3.0350 3.4430 3.8650 4.1910 
TABLE A. 19. Table of acceptance errors for 0 decay angular distributions 
vs. cos29 in different photon energy and cos29 bins in Gottfried-Jackson 
frame. 


















































































































TABLE A. 19 (Continued) 
cos6GJ \ £ 7(GeV) 
0.8500 
0.9500 














































































































































TABLE A.20. Table of acceptance errors for 0 decay angular distributions 
vs. azimuthal angle $ in different photon energy and $ bins in Helicity 
frame. 














































































TABLE A.21. Table of acceptance errors for 0 decay angular distributions 
vs. azimuthal angle <& in different photon energy and $ bins in Gottfried-
Jackson frame. 




































TABLE A.21 (Continued) 
§GJ \ ff7(GeV) 1.7 
2.8875 1.7730 1 
3.4125 1.7780 1 
3.9375 1.6700 1 
4.4625 1.6030 1 
4.9875 1.5880 1 
5.5125 1.5640 1 


































TABLE A. 22. Table of systematic errors due to detector acceptance cut for 
da/dt vs. \t — tmin\ distributions in different photon energy and \t — tmin\ 
bins. 




















































































































































TABLE A.22 (Continued) 
\t - tminl \ E^GeV) 2.15 2.25 2.35 2.45 2.55 
0.0200 
0.0600 57.7350 
0.1000 0.0000 0.0000 20.5473 57.7350 71.5522 
0.1400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 20.3801 
0.1800 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 7.3550 
0.2200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.2600 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.3400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.3800 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.4200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.4600 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.5400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.5800 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.6200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.6600 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7800 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.8200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.8600 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.9000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.9400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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A P P E N D I X B 
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
TABLE B.l. da/dt vs (\t - tmin\) Measurements 















































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 







































































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 















































































































































































































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 




































































































































TABLE B.l (Continued) 









































TABLE B.2. da/dcos9c\n vs (cos9^m) Measurements 






























































































































TABLE B.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE B.2 (Continued) 











































































































































































































































































TABLE B.2 (Continued) 















































































































































































































































TABLE B.3 (Continued) 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A P P E N D I X C 
DECAY A N G U L A R DISTRIBUTIONS 
TABLE C.l. W vs cos94>Hel Measurements 
£ 7 (GeV) cos9flel W astat asys (%) 
1.6500 -0.9500 0.3612 0.0214 8.9853 
1.6500 -0.8500 0.4289 0.0258 9.3059 
1.6500 -0.7500 0.4136 0.0259 9.2730 
1.6500 -0.6500 0.4349 0.0269 9.2460 
1.6500 -0.5500 0.4916 0.0300 9.3288 
1.6500 -0.4500 0.5330 0.0325 9.5161 
1.6500 -0.3500 0.5274 0.0318 10.2385 
1.6500 -0.2500 0.5796 0.0347 9.6253 
1.6500 -0.1500 0.6223 0.0373 9.4804 
1.6500 -0.0500 0.6161 0.0370 9.8162 
1.6500 0.0500 0.5479 0.0337 9.4476 
1.6500 0.1500 0.5245 0.0338 9.4335 
1.6500 0.2500 0.5668 0.0356 9.4763 
1.6500 0.3500 0.4490 0.0303 9.5685 
1.6500 0.4500 0.5337 0.0337 9.6370 
1.6500 0.5500 0.5757 0.0377 9.5236 
1.6500 0.6500 0.5806 0.0361 9.8159 
1.6500 0.7500 0.4799 0.0321 9.5088 
1.6500 0.8500 0.4703 0.0330 9.5317 
1.6500 0.9500 0.4288 0.0302 10.2409 
1.7500 -0.9500 0.3860 0.0180 8.6253 
1.7500 -0.8500 0.4179 0.0198 8.7791 
TABLE C.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.l (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.l (Continued) 















































































































W vs cos9% j Measurements 
































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.2 (Continued) 
































































































TABLE C.3. W vs $ t , Measurements 
































































































































TABLE C.3 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.3 (Continued) 














































TABLE C.4. W vs $ £ , Measurements 

































































































































TABLE C.4 (Continued) 



































































































































TABLE C.4 (Continued) 
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